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Statutory General Anti-Abuse Rule in the Slovak 
Tax Code: Some Expectations and the Reality  

of Its Implementation?1
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Abstract: This article aims towards an analysis of the  Slovak Statutory General Anti-Abuse Rule 
(henceforth GAAR) which entered into force under the  initiatives of the  EU and OECD on 
1  January 2014. The  article provides an analysis of the  particular construction elements of 
the implemented GAAR with respect to the European Court of Justice (henceforth ECJ) case law 
and GAAR legislative practice at EU level, which is seemingly, with regard to the  Anti-Tax 
Avoidance Directive GAAR, unstoppable.

Keywords: statutory general anti-abuse rule; tax code in Slovakia; counteracting tax 
avoidance; implementation of EU initiatives

1. Introduction

In recent years, the  abuse of tax law has become a  topical issue in the  European Union. 
This  is clearly demonstrated by the  case law of the  ECJ, the  significance of which has 
contributed to the creation of the principle of prohibition of the abuse of tax law, and it is 
convincingly justified by the papers in tax law science.2 ECJ established the prohibition of 
the  abuse of tax law in both indirect and direct taxation areas by Halifax and Cadbury 
Schweppes rulings.3 Some years later, a  strong legislative initiative in incorporating 
statutory GAARs began at EU level.4 Tax jurisdictions of the  Central and Eastern 
European Countries (henceforth CEE countries) were understandably a  rather obvious 
target: most of them had not contained statutory GAAR provisions in their domestic tax 
systems before. Neither their judicial GAARs – the  prohibition of abuse of tax law 
doctrines had been developed. Or, at the  same time, under the  judicial development, 
the domestic doctrine had to face ECJ’s developing prohibition of abuse doctrine in the tax 
law area.

EU statutory GAARs have the  refore played “a model role” by their application in 
domestic tax systems. However, the way of implementation with regard to the Slovak tax 
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law is not that obvious, as it will be shown later on. Implementing statutory GAAR 
without previous experience is rather a  serious issue and authors will try to analyse if 
the Slovak GAAR had been implemented correctly (if not, what would be the way of its 
implementation). Due to the  limited scope of the  article, the  emphasis will not be fully 
given to national judicial doctrine of prohibition of tax law abuse. Under the  ECJ’s case 
law development, particular construction elements of statutory GAAR will be analysed in 
detail.

2. “EU GAAR” as an Implementation Model

GAAR as a rule devoted to prevention of tax evasions and tax avoidance has been in force 
in the  Slovak Tax Code since 1 January 2014, following international initiatives in tax 
evasions and tax frauds prevention. Under the  Explanatory report to Act no. 435/2013 
Coll., the reasons for amendment are represented by:

 Ƿ measures proposed by the  Analysis of the  payments for goods, services and other 
forms of payments made by taxpayers for the benefit of persons established in non-
cooperative and off-shore jurisdictions, as well as

 Ƿ Commission recommendation of 6 December 2012 on aggressive tax planning 
(C(2012) 8806 final).5

Especially the  wording of the  “EU GAAR” that is included in the  Commission’s 
recommendation proved to have a  strong influence on the  implementation of statutory 
GAARs within the CEE region. By the wording of legally non-binding recommendation 
the Slovak law maker had rather promptly transposed the new clause into the Slovak Tax 
Code. This article is not a comprehensive analysis of the whole abuse of tax law doctrine; 
attention is devoted only to the  analysis of the  criteria which had been established by 
the ECJ taking into account requirements of the statutory GAAR provisions at EU level.

It seems to be clear that “EU GAAR” incorporated in the  text of recommendation 
codifies the  formerly developed ECJ doctrine on the  prohibition of abuse of tax law.6 
This has already been established in Emsland-Stärke – the case dealing with the refund of 
agricultural levies – where ECJ for the first time identified abuse of law under a twofold 
test of objective and subjective element of abuse.7 The case became enormously influential 
for the next development, waiting however until 2006 when abuse of tax law in both areas 
of indirect taxes (Halifax)8 and direct taxes (Cadbury Schweppes)9 were confirmed. 
Landmark cases on the prohibition of the abuse of the tax law both followed a twofold test 
of objective and subjective element of the  abuse of tax law settled by Emsland-Stärke.10 
However, the  concept of the  prohibition of tax law abuse in the  area of direct taxation 
established by Cadbury Schweppes developed a much narrower line, limiting the concept 
of abuse only to wholly artificial arrangements.11 The concept of “artificiality” at EU level, 
developed by the  ECJ found its place in the  wording of “EU GAAR” incorporated in 
the recommendation on aggressive tax planning. EU GAAR was introduced and proposed 
to be incorporated into national tax systems by means of the following clause: “An artificial 
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arrangement or an artificial series of arrangements which has been put into place for 
the essential purpose of avoiding taxation and leads to a tax benefit shall be ignored. National 
authorities shall treat these arrangements for tax purposes by reference to their economic 
substance”.12 Apart from that, the  recommendation provides few paragraphs that explain 
concepts used in the wording of the clause – which constitutes particular elements of tax 
law abuse. Most importantly, after the  implementation of the  EU GAAR, objective and 
subjective elements of the  Slovak GAAR in Tax Code will be analysed in the  following 
text.

3. Slovak GAAR in Tax Code and Its Application Elements

As mentioned above, apart from the  objective and subjective elements which represent 
the core testing of tax law abuse, other supplementary elements and application problems 
arise when analysing the  wording of the  national GAAR. At the  very beginning, it is 
important to stress that GAAR is a  new provision without previous experience in 
the application practice of the Slovak tax law, which is rather supplementing (not replacing) 
the  formerly applied substance over the  form rule that has been present and developed 
within the national case law.13

Statutory GAAR has recently became a  part of our tax legislation by the  following 
wording: “A legal action or other facts essential for identification, assessment or collection of 
a  tax without an economic substance and resulting into a  purpose-built tax avoidance 
or  acquisition of such tax benefit to which the  taxpayer would not be otherwise entitled or 
resulting into a  purpose-built reduction in tax liability shall be disregarded within 
administration of taxes.“ With the  next text, particular construction elements will be 
analysed with respect to the implemented clause.

When analysing Slovak GAAR in Tax Code, which had been implemented under 
the  Commission’s recommendation on aggressive tax planning, some differences are 
already present with regard to the  application scope of the  implemented provision. 
Contrary to the EU GAAR that had been adopted in order to counteract aggressive tax 
planning in the  area of direct taxation,14 the  scope of the  implemented Slovak GAAR is 
broader and covers all taxes within our tax system – indirect taxes, direct taxes and local 
taxes.15 The issue of the application of GAAR with the other levies/fees that are present in 
our legal system16 has not been confirmed yet and is rather the oretical, but in our view it 
could not be fully excluded. GAAR had been implemented as a  rule which is aimed at 
directing not only taxes, but also tax avoidance cases arising from the whole tax system.

When it comes to the scope of situations in which GAAR should find its application, 
Slovak GAAR refers to legal action or other facts, and it seems that the scope of situations 
which are mentioned by the EU GAAR overlaps it. However, a legal action or other facts 
seem to be, in the  narrower sense, compared to the  concept of arrangement which for 
the  purposes of the  recommendation means any transaction, scheme, action, operation, 
agreement, grant, understanding, promise, undertaking or event. An arrangement may 
comprise more than one step or any part of it. Even the  fact that by the  wording of 
recommendation the arrangement may comprise more than one step or might partly bring 
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some chaos by interpreting national GAAR. What could be an important moment 
for  the application of GAAR? The verbatim Interpretation of the wording of the Slovak 
GAAR, the  provision in itself shall be applied as soon as there is a  legal action or some 
other fact that fulfils the  statutory requirements of the  applicable provision. This might 
rather be an expression of the  need to introduce GAAR as an instrument which is 
applicable to all taxes, not only to tax avoidance schemes in the area of direct taxation that 
typically consists of more transactions, steps and operations in order to reach the final “tax 
arrangement”. The terminology seems to be somehow confusing, nevertheless legal actions 
create arrangement(s). The issue is becoming interesting when it comes to the analysis of 
the objective and subjective testing of the Slovak statutory GAAR.

3.1. The Objective Test of the Slovak GAAR

The objective element of the  abuse of tax law testing has been present already from 
Emsland-Stärke where ECJ held that despite formal observance of the conditions laid down 
by the  Community rules, the  purpose of those rules has not been achieved.17 Subsequently, 
the  objective element has been confirmed under actions that resulted in obtaining tax 
benefit contrary to the purpose of those provisions in Halifax.18 Similarly, in order to find an 
abusive arrangement under Cadbury Schweppes ruling the objective pursued by the freedom 
of the establishment has not been achieved.19

The objective element is specified in the EU GAAR as well. Under paragraph 4.5 of 
the text of recommendation, “the purpose of an arrangement or series of arrangements consists 
in avoiding taxation where, (regardless of any subjective intentions of the taxpayer), it defeats 
the object, spirit and purpose of the tax provisions that would otherwise apply”. It is the refore 
clear that the  objective element is particularly emphasized by the  wording of the  above 
mentioned provision. But the requirement is given rather cumulatively and the objective 
element, interpreting the  provision literally may be present only when the  action of 
the  taxpayer is of such kind that it defeats the  object, spirit and purpose of the  tax 
provisions that would otherwise apply.20 Interpretation problems are connected with 
the fact whether the object, spirit and purpose of the tax provision are of the same meaning 
or whether this should be examined separately. Lastly, EU GAAR is only a  non-binding 
soft law and member states are free to implement the  provision under their domestic 
interpretation standards, the  refore a  closer look at the  wording of the  implemented 
provision at the issue is needed.

Reading the  wording of the  Slovak GAAR in Tax Code the  very first impression 
evokes that the  objective element has to be deduced since it is not really clear from 
the  wording of the  clause. Where is the  objective element in the  Slovak GAAR? If we 
interpret the objective element in accordance with the ECJ case law and the EU GAAR, 
the  objective element is actually not explicitly present within the  wording of the  clause. 
There is no explicit reference regarding the objective testing neither under the explanatory 
report with the amending law.21 The economic substance as an emphasized concept could 
not represent the  objective test, it is rather a  subjective criterion that is connected with 
the  issue of artificiality. If we regard the  objective test under EU law as a  tool of testing 
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the taxpayer’s action against the object, purpose or the spirit of the particular tax provision 
(law), then such a  test is simply not present within the  wording of the  Slovak GAAR. 
The provision in itself rather accounts for three statutory alternatives (besides the lack of 
the economic substance of the legal action or the other fact) if the abuse of tax law shall be 
confirmed. In order to apply GAAR, a  legal action or other facts without an economic 
substance that fulfil one of the  three alternatives have to be present. Either the  y have to 
result in:

 Ƿ a purpose-built tax avoidance or
 Ƿ an acquisition of such tax benefit to which the taxpayer would not be otherwise entitled 
or

 Ƿ a purpose-built reduction in tax liability.22

An interesting point of these statutory alternatives in order to meet the legislative criteria 
of abuse is represented by the fact that only one of them mentions directly the obtainment 
of tax benefit as a substantial element when GAAR should be applied. Seemingly, it looks 
as if the words’ purpose and result have been mixed in implementing the statutory GAAR. 
However, incorporating the test of “result” is not quite obvious. If there are more results of 
the particular transaction, which one should be decisive for the application of GAAR? Are 
non-tax results of importance interpreting the clause? The necessity of “result” in testing 
abuse brings only more chaos to the interpretation of the provision. After all, at the end of 
the day, in determining whether an arrangement or series of arrangements has led to a tax 
benefit, national authorities are invited to compare the amount of tax due by a  taxpayer, 
having regard to those arrangement(s), with the amount that the same taxpayer would owe 
under the same circumstances in the absence of the arrangement(s).23 This is in our view 
the  way the  result should be understood. However, the  wording of GAAR evokes that 
apart from the  unclear objective test, the  subjective test plays an important role on 
the whole in identifying abuse.

3.2. The Subjective Test in the Slovak GAAR

Being of equal importance, the  subjective test (starting already in Emsland-Stärke) 
represents besides the objective test the second criterion in identifying abuse. Reliability of 
the subjective testing had been partially disturbed by opinions of the general advocate in 
Halifax.24 Nevertheless, the ECJ had never resigned of finding both elements in order to 
identify abuse. Under the  ECJ doctrine of prohibition of abuse, the  subjective test is 
represented by the intention of the taxpayer to obtain tax benefit.25

Again, a closer look on how the subjective test is reflected by the wording of the Slovak  
GAAR is needed. Subjective testing is at EU level terminologically bounded by the con-
cept of artificiality which has been brought to the wording of EU GAAR from the ECJ 
rulings. It was the ECJ in the first place, who mentioned the concept of (wholly) artificial 
arrangements, the combat which authorizes the restriction of the freedom of the establish-
ment.26 The concept of artificiality lies apparently at the heart of the Commission’s recom-
mendation on aggressive tax planning. Under par. 4.4 of the  recommendation, for 
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the purposes  of EU GAAR an arrangement or a series of arrangements are artificial when it 
lacks commercial substance.27 Such an explanation only replaces one ambiguous concept 
by another one and does not make it clear at all.28 An ambition to provide some examples 
of artificiality is rather positive; however, the shortlist might be only seen as a codification 
of few situations of abusive practices coming from the  more developed national judicial 
doctrines of tax abuse, such as the German or British. A non-binding recommendation left 
the  door open for transposing the  subjective testing under the  national standards and 
imaginations  of the member states.

If we examine the  wording of the  Slovak GAAR in detail, there is nothing like an 
artificiality concept within the GAAR at all. However, apart from fulfilling one of the three 
statutory alternatives in order to identify abuse, the legal act or some other fact has to lack 
economic substance. Already from the  wording of the  clause it is evident that finding 
“economic substance” is prioritized in order to identify abuse, apart from the cumulative 
fulfilment of the one of the three above mentioned statutory alternatives. “Searching for” 
the economic substance of a transaction has a rather long history in our judicial doctrine 
with respect to the substance over form principle that has been applied in our tax system 
for a long time. The role of the principle within its meaning was to counteract simulation 
actions and sham transaction within the  tax administration before the  adoption of 
the statutory GAAR. The adoption of the statutory GAAR and a developed ECJ case law 
on prohibition of abuse rather involved application problems. There is a clear confusion in 
the contemporary judiciary when it comes to testing the abuse of tax law. Developing case 
law started to operate not only with finding the objective and subjective element of abuse as 
it was brought by the ECJ rulings, but also to hold on the finding of economic substance of 
the  transaction.29 This might create confusion but on the  other hand the  substance over 
form principle is still present in the  Tax code. After all, the  economic substance may be 
easily found and proved on the value added tax cases, but it has not been tested on corporate 
tax avoidance cases from the area of direct taxation by courts yet. The finding of the “real” 
economic substance in such cases might be in our view much more difficult and 
the economic substance test might become less reliable. Subsequently, the purpose test as 
a  part of subjective testing (or as a  separate additional element of finding abuse) is of 
significant importance by identifying abusive practices as well.

3.3. Purpose Test

Purpose test represents one of the  most controversial issues when discussing GAARs. 
The  terminological chaos has already been caused by different “intensity” expressions of 
testing the  purpose of arrangements what has been brought by the  ECJ. First of all, 
the  essential purpose had been presented by Halifax as a  criterion in identifying abuse.30 
After that, things became more complicated under Part Service ruling in which more 
“levels” of purpose were illustrated.31 Following the  development of ECJ ruling, 
the expression of the  intensity of tested purpose is far from being clear and the ECJ and 
domestic courts collide amongst many alterations – from the  sole purpose, through 
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principal purpose, one of the principal purposes up to the essential purpose of the arrange-
ment (transaction).

Purpose test is a part of the EU GAAR brought by the Commission’s recommendation 
on aggressive tax planning. Under the meaning of the EU GAAR, the essential purpose of 
the arrangement (transaction) is relevant. An attempt to clarify “the essential purpose” is 
subsequently provided by par. 4.6 of the recommendation, under which “for the purposes 
of point 4.2, a given purpose is to be considered essential where any other purpose that is or 
could be attributed to the arrangement or series of arrangements appears most negligible, 
in view of all the  circumstances of the  case”. In our view, this merely contributes to 
understanding of what actually the essential purpose is. It only makes the situation more 
difficult by identifying more purposes, the negligibility and circumstances of which have to 
be compared. Apart from that, the  wording of the  clause of EU GAAR is contrary to 
the ECJ’s case law since par. 4.2, mentions an artificial arrangement or an artificial series of 
arrangements which has been put into place for the essential purpose of avoiding taxation. 
Consistently with the  ECJ’s rulings, an essential purpose of arrangement should be 
manifested by obtaining tax benefit in the first place.

Implementing EU GAAR, the  intensity of “purpose testing” had (luckily) not been 
specified within the wording of the Slovak GAAR.32 On the other hand, the explanatory 
report brings more chaos providing the  aim of the  new clause which is “to enable tax 
authorities to disregard within administration, e.g. artificial transactions and structures 
created for the  purpose of an undesired tax optimization, even in a  case when such an 
optimizing is not the sole purpose of the transactions and structures“ (what is actually contrary 
to the wording of the clause).33 The wording of the Slovak GAAR rather leaves the door 
open for tax authorities and courts to interpret and potentially sets limits to the required 
purpose for abusive arrangements. Purpose test as such is in our view a  rather unreliable 
and questionable criterion that might easily tempt tax authorities and courts to focus on 
the purpose of the arrangement instead other criteria by identifying abusive practices.34

3.4. Tax Advantage and Legal Consequences

Tax advantage presents a part of GAAR testing and the EU GAAR provides in this respect 
under par. 4.7 with a few situations when tax benefit may occur.35 A demonstrative list of 
a few situations under which tax benefit occurs is rather promising, suggesting that the idea 
of the tax benefit is of a broader scope. However, assessment of the situation if arrangement 
or series of arrangements lead to a tax benefit under par. 4.2 of the recommendation relies 
on a  fiction.36 In our view, tax advantage represents the  result of the  arrangement 
(transaction) and it is up to the  tax authority to prove its obtainment. Nevertheless, 
the finding and confirming of the objective element and subjective element of abuse should 
be performed in the first place. Otherwise, the fictitious reconstruction of the arrangement 
without having any specified discretionary limits might unjustifiably strengthen decisive 
powers of tax authorities. Once the  obtainment of tax benefit is confirmed by the  tax 
authority, the taxpayer fails to prove the opposite.
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When it comes to legal consequences of the  application of GAAR, Slovak GAAR 
corresponds with the EU GAAR which provides that an abusive arrangement (or series of 
arrangements) shall be ignored. As it is provided by par. 4.2 of the  recommendation, 
national authorities shall treat these arrangements for tax purposes by reference to their 
economic substance, what brings us back to the substance over form principle applied in our 
national tax law for decades.

4. Implementation of Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive GAAR?

Legislative ambitions of EU law makers of recent years with respect to statutory GAARs 
have been intensified and manifested by the  prompt adoption of Anti-Tax Avoidance 
Directive (henceforth ATAD).37 ATAD GAAR represents in itself the  ultimate force to 
adopt statutory GAAR for those member states who have not entered statutory GAAR in 
their domestic laws by now.38 GAAR incorporated in the  art. 6 of Anti-Tax Avoidance 
Directive39 is the measure of “minimum standard” and shall not preclude the application of 
domestic or agreement-based provisions aimed at safeguarding a higher level of protection 
for domestic corporate tax bases.40 As the preamble of the Directive says, it is important to 
ensure that the GAARs should be applicable in domestic situations, within the Union and 
vis-à-vis third countries in a uniform manner, so that their scope and results of application 
in domestic and cross-border situations do not differ.41 It is outside the scope of the article 
to bring a  closer analysis of the  issue, however, ATAD GAAR seems like a  follower of 
previous statutory EU GAARs and ECJ’s case law and becomes a “codification mixture” of 
all.42 However, the question of application scope makes it different as it was constructed to 
apply only to corporate taxation. Despite the  fact that Slovakia already has GAAR 
incorporated in its Tax Code, several implementation possibilities could be mentioned. 
The situation becomes more interesting regarding our tax system compared with member 
states that lack statutory GAAR in their tax systems (and are obliged to incorporate ATAD 
GAAR into their domestic tax legislation). As we already have statutory GAAR, 
the following possibilities could be mentioned:

 Ƿ incorporation of the ATAD GAAR into the domestic law for all tax purposes with 
the corresponding repeal of the existing statutory GAAR; or

 Ƿ implementation of the  ATAD GAAR according to the  original scope of 
the  Directive and preservation of traditional statutory GAARs for all other 
taxpayers and tax liabilities; or

 Ƿ no explicit implementation of the  ATAD GAAR in the  domestic legislation 
holding the view that existing GAARs suffice.43

It seems likely that none of these three options could be rejected from the  very first 
impression while applying the GAAR concept for the Slovak tax system. However, due to 
the limited extent of the article the issue of the implementation possibilities of the ATAD 
GAAR is fully left for another time.
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5. Conclusion

The concept of statutory GAARs is currently gaining a remarkable attention in tax systems 
all around the world. Statutory GAARs at EU level became such phenomena that member 
states had to deal with in the  last years. CEE countries are especially targeted by 
the implementation of GAARs since the statutory (and often judicial) concept of GAARs 
had been lacking in their tax systems and (or) is just under development. The  case of 
statutory Slovak GAAR that has been implemented under the  Commission’s 
recommendation on aggressive tax planning (EU GAAR) shows that the implementation 
went rather on its own way and the final wording of the GAAR in the Tax code is rather 
different from what was requested by the  EU GAAR and ECJ’s case law at the  end of 
the  day. In our view, the  main issue of the  Slovak GAAR is that it totally gives up on 
objective testing and attracts its attention to “economic substance” testing what is still not 
really “clearly” developed by courts and only expresses the  nature of the  substance over 
form rule applied by tax authorities and courts for decades before.44 The  new clause has 
however not been tested properly by courts, so the interpretation could only be presumed. 
The  abuse of tax law was judicially confirmed in Slovakia only a  few years ago under 
the  decision of the  Highest Court45 issued after answering preliminary ruling by ECJ 
(Tanoarch).46 After that, the way of the identification of abuse of tax law by courts is not 
consistent relying on objective and subjective testing on the  one hand, and finding of 
the  economic substance on the  another one. Nevertheless, it is, in our view, just 
the beginning of the journey in which statutory GAARs will play a more important role. 
However, for next time the way of the implementation should not be underestimated.
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Abstract: The paper deals with Tax Procedure Code in the Czech Republic. The aim of this paper is 
to describe the Czech Tax Procedure Code and to present and evaluate its significant possible 
change. The basic principles of the Czech Tax Procedure Code are set out and the basic structure of 
the  Tax Procedure Code is introduced. The  study concludes that the  tax procedure has been 
successfully codified in the  Czech Republic. The  adoption of Tax Procedure Code is a  great 
achievement and the result of many years of work undertaken to preserve the autonomy of the tax 
procedure. Then the article is focused on the considered change of Tax Procedure Code related to 
the principle of tax self-assessment and tax additional self-assessment. It is further concluded that 
every tax in the broad sense should have a clearly stated model which is applicable for its assessment. 
Establishing the  tax self-assessment and tax additional tax-assessment regime could make 
the examination stage of tax administration much clearer.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this paper1 is to describe the Czech Tax Procedure Code which came into effect 
in 2011 and to present and evaluate its significant possible change. The substance of this 
possible change is to introduce the principles of tax self-assessment and tax self-additional-
assessment.

The first part is about the  recent legal regulation of tax procedure in the  Czech 
Republic. The  basic principles on which this legislation rests are set out and the  basic 
structure of the Tax Procedure Code is introduced.

The second chapter is focused on the considered change of Tax Procedure Code. This 
change deals with the assessment of tax and additional assessment of tax. The tax assessment 
legislation is not uniform today. The  general regulation in the  Tax Procedure Code is 
supplemented by a  number of special modifications in individual tax laws. The  main 
principle of tax self-assessment and additional tax self-assessment are described and 
analysed.
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2. Recent Tax Procedure Code

Developments in the  codification of financial law, i.e. tax procedure law2 culminated 
through the adoption of a new act3 in 2009. The new legislation contained 266 sections 
and came into effect on January 1, 2011, thus the requirement of vacatio legis was fulfilled. 
Regarding the relationship to the Administrative Procedure Code, the former legislation’s 
principle based on the separation of the two codes has been followed. Section 262 therefore 
states that “The Administrative Procedure Code shall not apply in tax administration”. As 
regards the application of the provisions of the Tax Procedure Code, the provision 4 states 
that “the provisions of the  Tax Procedure Code shall apply unless another law on tax 
provides otherwise”. This implies that even after the effective date of this Act, procedural 
provisions contained in other tax laws shall prevail before the  procedural provisions of 
the Tax Procedure Code.

The Tax Procedure Code embodies a new comprehensive regulation of the tax procedure 
and compared to former legislation, contains higher amount of provisions (more than 
260) with short paragraphs and sentences and is essentially organized in a  systematically 
new way. The explanatory memorandum to this draft law stated that the aim of the new 
legislation was to establish a  transparent and clear regulation of tax administration with 
emphasis on reducing the  administrative burden and encouraging the  use of electronic 
means for tax administration and communication with taxpayers. Many institutes are 
adopted from the  Act on Administration of Taxes and Charges and the  legal text also 
comprises some ideas from the  current case law. The  Tax Procedure Code has also 
introduced a unified terminology for other tax laws.

The Tax Procedure Code provides for procedural rules in tax administration involving 
regulation of the actions of tax administrators and the rights and obligations of taxpayers and 
third parties arising in connection with the administration of taxes. It also contains provisions 
concerning the  rights and obligations common for special tax laws where it is assumed 
a  minimum number of reasonable derogations from the  common provisions due to 
differences in various types of taxes. Addressed are in particular the consequences of breach 
of payment. Tax administration is a  term that is used in the  broadest sense for 
administration of financial considerations. The  Tax Procedure Code specifies tax 
administration in all of its provisions, it is therefore a procedure (activity) regulated by tax 
laws which involves the  interaction between the  tax authorities and other persons and 
entities involved in tax administration. This process should be directed to meet the basic 
objective of tax administration, i.e. correct identification and assessment of a tax duty (in 
the original proceedings) and also ensuring its payment (payment stage of the proceedings). 
In this regard, the objective of tax administration continues to develop the very meaning of 
taxes that is to ensure the financing of public needs, although this is not explicitly stated in 
the Act.

It is therefore essential to ensure the  participation of individuals (tax subjects) on 
the costs necessary for the effective functioning of public bodies and on the provision of 
public services. Therefore, the main purpose is to carry out the determined payment into 
the public budget in a manner specified by law. However, achieving this goal shall always 
be realized in accordance with the  law and must be based on the  proper application of 
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the principles of tax administration and of the procedure law. Only when respecting these 
conditions can the  public interest be achieved. The  purpose of tax administration is 
conceived more generally and more balanced, as the initial criterion is not the elimination 
of possible tax evasion, but the  correct identification and assessment of a  tax duty and 
ensuring its payment. The  main activity of tax administrators lies in the  initiation and 
conduct of proceedings (especially tax procedure), through which a tax is transformed into 
the income of a public budget, and further in the application of procedural steps provided 
by the Tax Procedure Code (as for example local inquiry, tax audit etc.). However, in tax 
administration other persons and entities also participate, especially third persons that 
significantly affect the final result and success of the realization of the state’s entitlement to 
collect taxes.

Tax administration is based on the principle that the tax subjects carry the burden of 
persuasion regarding their tax duties. The  taxpayers shall cooperate in determining their 
tax duty, in particular by stating properly the  amount of tax that must be paid. The  tax 
authority then revises this statement resulting in the acceptance of the alleged amount of 
tax determination and issuing a  declaratory tax assessment or in a  decision consisting in 
a change of the amount stated so that it corresponds to the tax duty specified by law.

The Tax Procedure Code is divided into titles, chapters, divisions and comprises six 
parts. Part One (sections 1 to 9) entitled Introductory Provisions is divided into two titles 
and contains the  purpose of the  Act and a  list of elementary principles applied in tax 
administration. Part Two (sections 10 to 124a) entitled General Part on Tax Administration 
contains general provisions applicable to various proceedings within tax administration, in 
particular tax procedure. Part Three (sections 125 to 245) entitled Special Part on Tax 
Administration contains mainly special provisions on various types of proceedings, 
payment of taxes, tax administration and legal succession and relation to insolvency 
proceedings. Part Four (sections 246 to 254) entitled Consequences of Breach in Tax 
Administration contains a comprehensive set of sanctions, both for the breach of duties of 
financial character, and for the  breach of duties of non-financial character. Part Five 
(sections 254a to 265) contains common, enabling, transitional and final provisions and 
Part Six (section 266) entitled Effect contains a provision on the entry into force of the Tax 
Procedure Code which shall be January 1, 2011.

The Tax Procedure Code is structured in a way that each phase of the tax procedure 
(from registration through assessment of the  tax to its payment, collection and its 
enforcement) appears in Part Three. To these multiple stages of tax procedure, it is 
necessary to add explanatory definitions and general provisions in Part One and Two of 
the Tax Procedure Code. In case of breach of obligations arising from tax administration, it 
is necessary to focus on Part Four.

The process of creation of tax laws reflects, among other things, also the fact that tax 
law is a  branch of law, which, by its nature, is subject to economic development and 
considerable political influences. The consequence of this influence results in remarkably 
numerous changes in tax laws. However, it should not be this way regarding the  tax 
procedure law, more specifically the  procedural legislation, which sets rules for 
the administration of taxes.
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The Tax Procedure Code as a  codified tax procedure legislation that provides for 
transparent procedural rules in the  framework of tax administration with emphasis on 
reducing the  administrative burden and enhancing the  use of electronic means in tax 
administration and communication with taxpayers. The  adoption of the  Tax Procedure 
Code has ensured a  higher legal certainty for taxpayers and tax administrators, as it 
responds to the  experience gained from the  problems of interpretation relating to 
the former Act on Administration of Taxes and Charges.

This legislation constitutes a comprehensible text based on unified terminology and 
systemic links, which can be considered a primary requirement for any legislative text in 
general. The desired characteristics of a new legislation can be summarized as a long-term 
stability and resistance to changes in the  related legislation, its universality, i.e. it is 
applicable to all cases of the  same nature with no formal barriers to overcome unwanted 
fragmented legislation. This requires the wording to be general enough (instead of being 
casuistic), to be ready to resolve specific situations and to accommodate the application of 
specific terms within its structure. Only the  legislation that is based on a combination of 
general principles (whether expressed or not) and specific rules has the  potential to deal 
with situations that were not anticipated in advance. These general requirements meet in 
the Tax Procedure Code in the framework of the tax procedure because it provides a stable 
legal environment even in a situation where there are significant changes in substantive tax 
laws and in the organizational structure. This Code has proven its qualities even in an ever 
closer involvement of the economy and public administration into international structures 
which occurs in the area of taxation.

It is possible to state that in the Czech Republic the tax procedure has been successfully 
codified. The adoption of Tax Procedure Code is a great achievement and result of many 
years of work undertaken to preserve the autonomy of the tax procedure.4

3. Considered Change of Tax Procedure Code

There is an emerging tendency in relation to the  suggested amendment to the  Tax 
Procedure Code to speak about a tax self-assessment and an additional tax self-assessment 
(together also sometimes called “tax self-determination”), which should replace or enhance 
the current general regime of a  tax assessment under the Tax Procedure Code. A project 
called “tax self-assessment” is currently being conducted by the Ministry of Finance, which 
focuses on both topics mentioned above. This project’s realization is one of the Ministry of 
Finance’s5 priorities, and this priority exceeds the  current election period because it is 
a long-term project.6

The general regime of the tax assessment is stated in Title IV of Part Three of the Tax 
Procedure Code which is called “Examination procedure”. The substance of an examination 
procedure is a correct tax assessment, i.e. its assessment and additional assessment. The tax 
shall be assessed on the basis of a tax return, tax report or ex officio according to Section 
139, Par. 1 of the Tax Procedure Code. Nevertheless, this general provision is not applicable 
to all payments that are recognised as taxes under the Tax Procedure Code, but it applies 
only to payments that also bring the duty to submit a tax return.
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It is in the nature of things that this general provision cannot be applied to payments 
that are administered in a form of divided administration, because there is no examination 
stage. These payments are regulated only by provisions concerning the  payment stage, 
because there is no examination stage for this type of payments, e.g. fines imposed during 
an administrative procedure.

Furthermore, a  number of different payments (or considerations) exist that are not 
subjects to submitting the tax return, and a tax administrator does not determine the value 
of a tax duty. These payments (e.g. some administrative fees) are only paid and no formal 
act is conducted (e.g. issuing a decision) by a tax administrator. The value of such payments 
(in most cases) is stipulated by a statute or a calculation of its value, and is not complex. 
Some of these considerations are assessed by a  tax administrator if the  payment is not 
completed during a set period of time (e.g. municipal fees). Finally, it is necessary to add 
that it has already been possible to find a  solution in the  legal order taxes, which are 
administered using the tax self-assessment and additional self-assessment. Specifically, they 
are value added taxes in a one-stop shop regime and gambling tax.7

It can be concluded that the legal regulation of tax assessment is not uniformed. Even 
though there is one general legal regime for tax assessment, this regime is not applicable for 
all taxes (and fees) and there are different tax assessment regimes (or provisions under 
which no tax assessment is conducted at all).

Taxes in the  broad sense may be divided into: taxes assessed by a  tax administrator 
based on a  submitted tax return or ex officio; taxes self-assessed and additionally self-
assessed based on a  submitted tax return or an additional tax return; taxes that are only 
paid and a tax administrator assesses them in case they are not paid in time; taxes that are 
only paid and a tax administrator never assesses them and payments, administered through 
divided administration that are imposed during an administrative procedure or other 
procedure and/or are assessed without further action based on provisions of the law.

It is obvious that different regimes of tax assessment exist but the  general regime is 
only the regime stipulated in the Tax Procedure Code, which is the tax assessment by a tax 
administrator based on a submitted tax return or assessed ex officio. It is a question whether 
there should exist more different general regimes. We think it should be so because 
the general legal regulation should explicitly cover every basic form of the tax assessment. 
This should be one of the goals of the self-assessment project.

Essentially, the  tax self-assessment and the additional tax self-assessment regime is 
a  tax assessment without further action (ex lege) based on a  submitted (eventually not 
submitted) tax return or based on a  carried out (eventually not carried out) identified 
payment.

While in the general tax assessment regime under the Tax Procedure Code based on 
the  submitted tax return there is the  tax assessment by a  decision issued by a  tax 
administrator (i.e. payment assessment, additional payment assessment, eventually 
collective prescriptive list), there is no payment assessment or additional payment 
assessment issued by a  tax administrator in the  tax self-assessment and self-additional 
assessment regime and a  tax is assessed independently based on legal rules (therefore 
the name self-assessment and self-additional assessment).
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The tax self-assessment and tax self-additional assessment regime based on tax return 
(regardless whether in a form of acts of commission or omission) means that the tax is:

 Ƿ self-assessed based on a submitted or not submitted regular tax return,
 Ƿ additionally self-assessed based on a submitted additional tax return,
 Ƿ additionally assessed ex officio by a  tax administrator based on a  tax investigation 
(esp. tax control).

A declared goal of the tax self-assessment and additional self-assessment is to lower the tax 
administrator’s administrative burden, because a  tax administrator will not be forced to 
issue payment assessments or additional payment assessments that are only filed and tax 
payers are not notified.8

For tax subjects the  regime of tax self-assessment and tax additional self-assessment 
may in relation to taxes with returnable tax deductions (e.g. excessive deduction under 
value added tax) bring an advantage. When a tax subject submits regular or additional tax 
return in which he/she will state a tax deduction, the tax deduction in the stated amount 
will be self-assessed or additionally self-assessed after a period stated by a statute. In relation 
to this, a  legal regulation is considered that would allow a tax administrator to withhold 
only a  disputed part of such tax deduction. Nowadays, a  tax administrator withholds 
a whole tax deduction even though only a part of the tax deduction is disputed. This leads 
to a situation where the tax subject cannot deal with money that rightfully belongs to him/
her. This situation is unsustainable and it is necessary to change it.

A further undisputable advantage of tax self-assessment and additional self-assessment 
regime is that a tax subject will know what his/her last tax duty was. In a general regime 
under the Tax Procedure Code the tax subject in most cases does not know whether a tax 
administrator has assessed his/her tax duty based on a submitted tax return. A tax subject 
therefore does not know what his/her last tax duty was and it is unclear for him/her 
whether an additional tax return will lead to an additional tax assessment or whether it will 
serve only as a basis for tax assessment.

As stated above, taxes in the broad sense can be, based on the form of their examination 
stage, divided into:

a) taxes that are assessed by a tax administrator based on a submitted tax return or ex 
officio,

b) taxes that are self-assessed or additionally self-assessed based on a  submitted tax 
return, eventually on an additionally submitted tax return,

c) taxes that are only paid and a tax administrator assesses them in a case that they are 
not paid in time,

d) taxes that are only paid and a tax administrator never assesses them,
e) financial considerations that are administered through a  divided administration 

regime which are imposed during an administrative procedure or in a  different 
procedure and/or they are imposed without any formal act (ex lege).

Taxes referred to in point a) would be assessed as nowadays. It is a recent general regime of 
the tax assessment under the Tax Procedure Code. In such a case tax would be assessed on 
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the basis of a submitted tax return or ex officio. Moreover, additional tax assessment would 
be done on the basis of a submitted additional tax return or ex officio.

We believe that a  model referred to in point a) could be supplemented by a  model 
described under point b) if there was not the tax subject’s duty to submit a tax return but 
tax would be assessed, eventually additionally assessed ex officio by a  tax administrator. 
This model could be used in cases when the  tax administrator has enough information 
necessary for tax assessment so that it is not necessary to have a  tax subject submit a  tax 
return but with a complicated calculation the tax administrator has to calculate the value 
of a tax duty and to assess such a tax.

Models described under points c) and d) are models that use self-assessment and 
additional self-assessment of tax. Either based on a  tax return or based on a  payment. 
The self-assessment and self-additional assessment of tax based on a tax return [letter c)] 
are currently used in the legal order for value added tax and for gambling tax. The tax self-
assessment and additional self-assessment based on a  payment [letter d)] would be 
explicitly stated and it would be used for various taxes in the broad sense which already use 
this model. Examples of this are especially administrative and municipal fees but also other 
fees sui generis (e.g. fees in atomic act).

For pecuniary considerations administered through a  divided administration, 
a  current legal regulation would still exist. These considerations are imposed during an 
administrative procedure or other procedure, eventually they stem directly from the  law. 
Therefore, the tax assessment regime under the Tax Procedure Code is not applicable for 
these considerations.

Every tax in the broad sense should have a clearly stated model which is applicable for 
its assessment. Establishing the tax self-assessment and tax additional tax-assessment regime 
could make the examination stage of tax administration much clearer.

4. Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to describe the Czech Tax Procedure Code and to present and 
evaluate its possible significant change.

First and foremost, according to recent legal regulation of tax procedure in the Czech 
Republic, the basic principles of the Czech Tax Procedure Code were set out and the basic 
structure of the  Tax Procedure Code was introduced. It was concluded that the  tax 
procedure has been successfully codified in the  Czech Republic. The  adoption of the  Tax 
Procedure Code is a  great achievement and the  result of many years of work undertaken to 
preserve the autonomy of the tax procedure. The second chapter was focused on the considered 
change of the Tax Procedure Code. The substance of this possible change is to introduce 
and analyse the principle of tax self-assessment and tax additional self-assessment. Benefits 
resulting from these new principles were presented.

As a  conclusion, it can be stated, that every tax in the  broad sense should have had 
a  clearly stated model which is applicable for its assessment. Establishing the  tax self-
assessment and tax additional tax-assessment regime could make the examination stage of 
the tax administration much clearer.
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Abstract: In this article, the author discusses a brief definition of principles and fundamentals from 
a theoretical and legal point of view. Based on this division, the author characterizes and mentions 
principles and fundamentals that are applicable in a  tax administration. The  paper differentiates 
between the  basic fundamentals of tax administration and the  further fundamentals of tax 
administration. In this respect the author draws attention to the unnamed further fundamentals of 
tax administration which, until now, were not named by the theory of law. In the article the author 
mentions these fundamentals, analyses them and finds their application in tax administration. In 
particular, the  author refers to the  fundamentals of monetary fulfilment in tax administration, 
the  definition of which can serve the  better understanding of the  nature of tax evasions and 
the improvement of the combat against them.

Keywords: fundamentals; principles of tax administration; monetary purpose of taxes

1. Introduction

One of the basic tasks of the  state is undoubtedly the collectivization of funds and their 
concentration in the state budget and other public budgets. Generally, taxes are the most 
important forms of these funds and belong to the most important revenues of the state and 
other public bodies. Their strict observance and application is also a guarantee of a smooth 
implementation of tax administration and limitation of tax evasions. For this reason, it is 
necessary to pay attention to the examination of tax administration and to its individual 
principles and fundamentals, whose application in the implementation of tax administra-
tion ultimately determines its character.

It cannot be overlooked that the  consistent differentiation of principles and 
fundamentals of tax administration has its own justification and they form a comprehensive 
complex together that can legitimately achieve the filling of public budgets while the basic 
rights of obligated persons are respected. This system of principles and fundamentals of tax 
administration forms a set of general rules in which the rights and obligations of the subjects 
of tax legislative relations in the implementation of tax administration are specified. Within 
the realization of tax administration it is necessary to intervene in the ownership of obliged 
person,2 in order to achieve the  monetary income. Therefore, it is important to preserve 
the applicability of the principles and fundamentals of tax administration as more general 
rules of conduct. On the other hand, the fiscal interest of the state and other bodies governed 
by public law is prioritized when implementing tax administration.

10.53116/pgaflr.2017.1.3
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The fulfilment of tax administration in the  Slovak Republic is characterized and 
limited by principles and fundamentals which are established in the Tax Procedure Code.3 
These principles and fundamentals interact with principles and fundamentals of the  so 
called good governance and with principles and fundamentals which result only indirectly 
from the Tax Procedure Code and from special legislations applicable within the realization 
of tax administration.

2. Principles and Fundamentals from the Theory of Law

At the  beginning of this subchapter, it should be noted that the  distinction between 
principle and fundamentals is mainly a local, i.e. Slovak and Czech phenomena.4 There is 
no such distinction in foreign terminology and in most foreign legal systems only one of 
these two terms is used to express their content.5

The concept of a  principle comes from a  Latin word “principium”, which literally 
expresses a  basis, a  beginning, origin, source or base.6 Although the  modern literature of 
the theory of law deemed to correspond to the term fundamentals, it should be noted that 
in this sense a principle is understood as an original rule which constitutes a basis for other 
rules.7 The  principle can, therefore, be characterized generally as the  fundamental and 
leading idea, which is valid without residue, which does not allow any exception and, for 
this reason, has an absolute determination. In short, the  principle can be defined as 
a certain absolute value that appears in the human society as normal, automatic, natural or 
still present.8

The fundamentals develop, elaborate and specify the  principle in a  certain way. By 
the realization of the fundamentals in real situations, the content of an individual principle 
is fulfilled. The fundamentals are defined by a normative, more specific and more concrete 
content; however, it still has a  considerably high level of abstraction. In the  case of legal 
fundamentals it should be noted that they are a relatively general rule of law which is aimed 
in a specific branch of law. On the other hand, the legal principle, in the broadest sense of 
the word, constitutes an absolutely general rule which is applied without exception and is 
irrevocable.9 Since the fundamentals elaborate and specify the principle in some way, it is 
possible to agree with opinions of members of the scientific community, who characterize 
the  fundamentals in their procedural sense in particular.10 It is important not to neglect 
the  fact that the  fundamentals, in contrast to the  principle, allow the  exception of their 
application, which means that their implementation in certain legal situations is omitted 
and for a particular case is not taken into account.11

The fundamentals are therefore the rule by which it is possible to set the boundaries, 
within which the rights are realised and the duties are enforced resulting for the subjects of 
the  legal relations from a  precept of law in individual branches of law. They constitute 
a guiding rule for these entities and by observing this rule the intended purpose of the legal 
process is fulfilled in accordance with the applicable legal principles of the legally consistent 
state of the  democratic establishment as the  bearer of the  highest possible values of 
contemporary society.
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3. Principles and Fundamentals of Tax Administration12

In the  current legislation we do not find any mention about the  principles of tax 
administration. § 3 of the Tax Procedure Code sets out only the “Basic Principles of Tax 
Administration”. However, on the  basis of the  initial theoretical and legal definition of 
the problem of principles and fundamentals and on the basis of the nature of the principles 
defined in the Tax Procedure Code, it is not possible to agree with the inclusion of these 
principles among the fundamentals. In this context, it is possible to identify the following 
principles of tax administration that have been reflected in tax legislation:

 Ƿ the principle of legality and the principle of legal protection,13

 Ƿ the principle of uniformity of process decision making of a competent authority in 
tax administration.14

The fundamentals of tax administration15 can be characterized as the rules under which tax 
administrators and persons participating in the tax administration are required to proceed 
and these rules have significant impact on the  correct tax enquiry and securing of tax 
settlement. In § 3 of the Tax Procedure Code the basic fundamentals of tax administration 
are directly embedded and expressis verbis stated but besides these fundamentals it is 
possible to infer the existence of further fundamentals of tax administration by interpretation 
from the  text of the Tax Procedure Code and special tax legislations. Consequently, it is 
possible to divide the fundamentals of tax administration into:

1. the basic fundamentals of tax administration, namely:
a. the fundamentals of close cooperation between the tax administrator, taxable 

entities and other persons and the instructional fundamentals;
b. the fundamentals of speed, the  fundamentals of economy (of process 

economics) and the fundamentals of proportionality;
c. the fundamentals of the free evaluation of evidence;
d. the non-public fundamentals, the  fundamentals of tax secrecy and 

the fundamentals of the protection of personal data;
e. the fundamentals of officiality and the fundamentals of disposition;
f. the fundamentals of informality and the  fundamentals of the  prohibition of 

purposeful abuse of rights;16

g. the fundamentals of the same procedural status of tax entities;
h. the fundamentals of unified procedure of the  tax administrator in deciding 

factually identical cases (the fundamentals of legitimate expectation).
2. the further fundamentals of tax administration to which belong:

a. the fundamentals of time-barred effect of passage of time;17

b. the fundamentals of monetary fulfilment;
c. the fundamentals of non-retroactivity;
d. the fundamentals of material (objective) truth;
e. the fundamentals of two-stage procedure;
f. the fundamentals of process in a written form and the fundamentals of the use 

of a state language.
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4. The Fundamentals of Monetary Fulfilment in Tax 
Administration

In the context of the in-depth examination of the issue of the form of fulfilment of a tax 
and a  fee we can point at the  fundamentals applied within the  realization of tax 
administration which has been nameless up to now. In particular, it is the fundamentals of 
monetary fulfilment in tax administration. For the  purpose of their content definition, it 
can be concluded that these fundamentals are characterized by the  fade-over of 
the procedural legislation of tax administration with its substantive legislation.

In order to characterise the fundamentals of monetary fulfilment in tax administration 
it is necessary to point out the theoretical legal definition of the tax and the fee. The tax 
can be generally characterized as a  monetary fulfilment which has a  non-refundable and 
non-equivalent character, is established by law or in pursuance of the  law in order to 
reimburse national or other public needs, and is generally paid in a pre-determined amount 
and maturity period.18 On the  contrary, it is possible to theoretically define the  fee as 
the  monetary fulfilment which is constituted by law or in pursuance of the  law that is 
collected for a  particular activity by the  state or other public entities performed from 
the initiative or in the interest of the payer in a predetermined maturity period and in most 
cases in a  predetermined amount. Therefore, it is a  monetary payment which is of 
(partially) equivalent character.19 It may be summarized that despite the  differences of 
these two types of fulfilments, it is always the fulfilment with the monetary character.

To confirm this we can present the ruling of the Supreme Court of the Slovak Republic,20 
in which it is pointed out that we consider the tax as a payment for the benefit of the state 
under the law without the guaranty that the state grants any equivalent to the taxable entities 
for this payment. On the basis of the analysis of the word “payment” used in the  ruling in 
question, it can be concluded that it is only one way in understanding it in modern economy, 
so it is the monetary payment, respectively the payment realized through money.

In the historical context, it can be noted that the tax liability could also be fulfilled by 
natural fulfilment, respectively in the  form of special services. However, this is no longer 
the case because the fulfilment of the tax liability, if any, is required in the form of money. 
In the light of the above mentioned, it is possible to reflect on how these fundamentals will 
be followed, for example, if the taxable entity will not have enough money to pay the tax. 
For this case, § 98 (1) of the Tax Procedure Code allows the tax administrator to obtain 
unpaid taxes within the  realization of the  tax enforcement procedure, in which he can 
perform tax enforcement by wage deductions and deductions from other incomes, 
attachment of the  claim, the  sale of movable objects, withdrawing cash and other things 
which are not sold, the sale of securities, the sale of a real estate, the sale of an enterprise or 
parts of it, attachment of the ownership rights related to the business share of a partner in 
a business company. By these methods of tax enforcement fulfilment the tax administrator 
is entitled to achieve the monetary fulfilment of an own tax liability of taxable entity.

The status of money within the  realization of tax administration is also emphasized 
when the  height of the  own tax liability of taxable entity is determined. In this context, 
the attention can be drawn, for example, to determining the income of taxable entity, which 
has a  non-monetary nature and subject to taxation. In order to determine the  own tax 
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liability of taxable entity, the non-monetary income which is not legally tax-exempted must 
be valued at the usual price at the place and time of the fulfilment, according to its type and 
quality or its condition and rate of wear, and then it is necessary to add the  monetary 
income. From the point of view of determining the tax base, income is not just the monetary 
income, but also the non-monetary income, which has to be valued in money.21

These fundamentals could be applied also to the implementation of the fiscal function 
of tax law as one of the  most important functions of this legal sector. The  meaning of 
the  fiscal function of tax law is to ensure sufficient satisfaction of the  fiscal interests of 
the state, respectively of the territorial self-government. This could be achieved by obtaining 
enough money, which as such is the  revenue of public budgets, be it the  state budget or 
the municipality budget. After obtaining sufficient funds, the fiscal function of tax law can 
be fully realized, regarding the  implementation of the  public expenditure budget in 
particular. The above mentioned statement means, that in order for the fiscal function of 
tax law to be able to manifest at all, the  fundamentals of monetary fulfilment must also 
influence the concrete tax-law relations. This co-operation of the fundamentals will ensure 
that money inflows into the public budgets are secured and guaranteed.

If the monetary fulfilment plays such an important role in fulfilling the obligations of 
a taxable entity, why is this rule not a principle of monetary fulfilment? This question can be 
answered simply. Both the  own tax liability and the  monetary fulfilment entitlement, 
which fulfilment is conditional by the payment in the form of money, constitute only one 
part of the  system of authorizations and obligations, the  fulfilment of which is not 
obligatory in the  form of monetary fulfilment. In this context, it may be noted that 
the following authorizations and obligations are the object of tax law:

1. own tax liability – it is the  obligation of a  taxable entity, which is expressed by 
the monetary payment. This obligation is fulfilled at the moment of the transfer of 
funds from the private-law sphere to the public-law sphere without providing an 
adequate consideration, respectively services. Even in this case, however, 
the  fundamentals of monetary fulfilment do not always apply, because the  tax 
liability could be equal to zero, respectively the taxable entity may report a tax loss 
and fulfil his obligation even if he does not pay any money to the tax administrator;

2. other obligations – in this case, different non-monetary obligations exist, both on 
the  part of the  taxable entity and on the  part of the  tax administrator or other 
persons involved in the tax administration. These include, for example, the duty of 
the  taxable entity to cooperate closely with the  tax administrator in tax 
administration, the obligation to file a  tax return and so on. On the other hand, 
the tax administrator has the obligation to initiate tax proceedings also on his own 
initiative if there are fulfilled legal conditions for the creation or existence of a tax 
claim, etc.;

3. authorization for monetary fulfilment – for instance, the taxable entity is entitled to 
a tax refund or return of tax overpayment and, for example, the tax administrator 
is entitled to charge the tax by using tools or a right to recover tax arrears;

4. authorization of non-monetary nature – for instance, on the  side of the  taxable 
entity it is the  right to represent and be represented in the  tax administration, 
the right to appeal and so on. In the case of the tax administrator, there is the right 
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to carry out a tax audit and a local enquiry, the right to extend the time limit and 
to forgive a delay, etc.22

On the basis of the above mentioned, it can be stated that the fundamentals of monetary 
fulfilment should be included among the  further fundamentals of tax administration. 
Although the form of natural fulfilment, respectively the form of performance of specific 
services is not possible as the method of payment of the tax or the fee under the current 
legislation, the  fulfilment of the  obligation of a  monetary nature has to be seen in 
the  broader context of the  system of authorizations and obligations existing in the  tax 
administration, which create the  content of the  object of tax law itself. In this sense, 
the fundamentals of monetary fulfilment acts within the realisation of tax administration.

5. Conclusion

In the Slovak legislation, the Slovak legislator omitted to establish certain fundamentals, 
the existence and applicability of which have a significant impact on the lawfulness of tax 
administration in its broadest sense. Their importance is notable even though they stem 
from the Tax Procedure Code only indirectly. It can be assumed that the pronouncement 
of the provisions of individual fundamentals would have a positive effect, in particular, on 
simplifying the interpretation of tax legislation, which would have an undoubtedly positive 
influence on the  tax discipline of the  taxable entity. Therefore, the  legislature should, in 
the  future, strive for a  possible legal enshrinement of the  fundamentals of tax 
administration, the  existence of which is not explicitly laid down in the  Tax Procedure 
Code, but are applied within the realization and implementation of the tax administration.

This article pointed at the  existence of the  unnamed fundamentals of tax 
administration until now, namely the  fundamentals of monetary fulfilment in tax 
administration. In this context, it should be noted that not even scientists of tax law can 
ignore this issue and treat it as closed. As the tax administration changes, the applicability 
of its individual fundamentals changes too. These aspects have to be continuously 
examined, it is needed to specify their content and update the  scope and conditions of 
the application of each of the fundamentals. For this reason, the role and work of individual 
authors of tax-law science is getting more important.

The principles and fundamentals of tax administration should be the guiding line not 
only for authorized entities in tax relations but also for compulsory subjects. It may be 
presumed that if the existence of these principles and fundamentals were avoided, on the one 
hand, the tax administrator would slip into undesirable need to act against the taxable entity, 
and on the other hand, the taxable entity would not know how to defend himself against such 
a  conduct, which breaches the  law. Respecting the  principles and fundamentals of tax 
administration creates a  guarantee for the  protection of a  liable person and the  entitled 
person which can be invoked in the absence of legal proceedings of any of the subjects of 
tax relations. At the  same time, it cannot be forgotten that they serve all the  entities of 
these relationships as a  material correction by which they assess their further actions in 
the application and fulfilment of their rights and duties under the tax law.
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Abstract: The system-wide regulation of taxes in Hungary clearly represents the lawmakers’ constant 
strive for making the  law up-to-date. Currently, Hungary has approximately 60 types of taxes or 
fees, and it is a huge challenge to fulfill tax policy aims in order to make the regulation suitable for 
all of them. In recent years, tax authorities – given by the  possibilities of the  regulation – have 
introduced numerous, specific tax control methods, while some of these provide interesting legal 
solutions, but more importantly several of them have significant impact on taxpayers. The  study 
introduces applicational experiences with some of these.
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1. Online Cash Registers

Pursuant to paragraphs 159 and 166 of Act CXXVII of 2007 on Value Added Tax 
(hereinafter VAT Act), taxpayers are obliged to give invoice or bill in case of selling of 
goods or provision of services. The  latter one can only be applied if, based on law, 
the  taxpayer is not obliged to give invoice. Based on the  tax authority’s controlling 
experiences, several defaults and misuses have happened in connection with the obligation 
of providing invoice and bill, hence, the investigation of connected regulation has become 
actual.

In government decision No. 1457/2012 (X. 19.) on tasks connected to measures 
increasing the  balance of the  budget, the  government decided to investigate and prepare 
the connection of cash registers with the national tax authority. As its result, the parliament 
modified the  VAT Act with Act CCVIII of 2012 on certain acts’ connection to 
the preparation of the central financial act as well as its modification with other purposes, 
supplementing the  VAT Act with a  new paragraph – 178. (1a) – making it possible to 
create such a law which could prescribe that the operation of cash registers serving to issue 
invoice should be controlled by the state tax authority through its communication device 
and system. Government resolution No. 1059/2013 (II. 13.) on the introduction of cash 
registers that feature an online data connection with the  National Tax and Customs 
Administration Office regulated the  introduction of new cash registers. The  obligatory 
starting day of their application was May 1, 2013, while the sanction free use of traditional 
cash registers’ was allowed until June 30, 2013.
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However, due to the emerging technical difficulties, the deadline was extended1 until 
September 1, 2013. Requirements connected to new cash registers were laid down in 
the  Decree of the  Minister of National Economy 48/2013 (XI. 15.). The  peculiarity of 
cash registers and the  system lies in the  fact that certain taxpayers (such as retailers, 
pharmacies, caterers, travel agencies, repairmen, etc.) can only fulfill their invoicing 
obligation using online cash registers.

Online cash registers basically consist of two main parts. One of them looks like and 
functions as a  traditional cash register, the  other one is a  so called fiscal control unit 
(furthermore referred to as FCU). Simultaneously with the  printing of invoices, FCU 
records the data on them in an electronic diary and those data can be directly controlled 
and accessed by the  tax authority anytime with the  assistance of online connection – 
without the  permission and knowledge of the  taxpayers. At least one time a  day, FCU 
shuts the  electronic diary, provides it with electronic signature and through online 
connection, sends it to a  server being under the  commission of the  National Tax and 
Customs Administration Office. Based on Act XCII of 2003 on the  Order of Taxation, 
this information can be used by the tax authority for the controlling of tax payers’ taxation 
obligations. Through a communication device and system (online system), the tax authority 
also has the  technical and legal possibility to regularly, or even occasionally control 
the  operation of cash registers serving the  compliance with issuing invoice. For 
instance, the tax authority is obliged to supervise the fulfilling of invoicing obligation via 
an inspector doing mystery shopping in an exact time announced beforehand, without 
the inspector revealing him/herself after the transaction.

Of course, the database created during the operation of the system is or will be able to 
analyze and compare the tax payers’ activity in certain periods. Such as the reasons someone 
has had significantly less income in the  same period of the  previous year compared to 
the period after the introduction of the cash registers.

Whether the results of the  introduction can already be seen is a  further question to 
ask. It seems that the  answer is yes. According to the  Minister for National Economy’s 
statement2 given on the 7th of March 2015, more than 180, 000 retailers used cash registers 
in 2014, and companies operating in the  trade industry declared 250 billion HUF more 
VAT than the  year before. Due to the  success of online cash registers, this year 
the  government would make their usage obligatory in the  service sector as well. For 
instance, from 1 January 2017 taxi drivers, car repair shops and parts traders, plastic 
surgeons, dance clubs, discos, laundries, gyms are also obliged to supply the  sales data to 
the NAV via the Automated Surveillance Unit (ASU).

Besides the on-line cash registers, currently three linked systems help to discover VAT 
fraud in Hungary. By detecting money’s route through bank transfer investigation, 
the goods’ movement with the help of EPRTCS system and with itemized VAT declaration 
invoices these can be investigated.
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2. The Electronic Public Road Trade Control System (EPRTCS)3

In harmony with the VAT directive, Hungary does not levy sales tax in case of goods’ sale 
within the Community and outside the Community.4 However, it ensures the deduction 
and reclaim of VAT5 in these cases, too. The  Schengen Agreement (14 June 1985) 
abolished inner boarders between member states, which, in case of community sale and 
purchase, made it almost uncontrollable for the  Hungarian tax authority to control 
whether goods really enter the territory of the country or they leave it, or even whether it 
is a real business or not.

In case of community purchase of goods and goods import it is a  further question 
whether they announce goods’ entrance at the  tax authority (customs authority) and 
coincidentally they fulfill their VAT declaration and payment obligation or not; or they 
sell or circulate goods without taxation, causing damages to the  budget. The  lower 
domestic sales price without the higher VAT creates a significant competitive disadvantage 
for fair tax payers.

The phenomenon’s legal background can be found in the  norms of the  European 
Union. Article 168(a) of the VAT Directive 2006/112 makes it possible that if goods and 
services are used for the purposes of the taxed transactions of a taxable person, the taxable 
person shall be entitled, in the Member State he carries out these transactions, to deduct 
the  following from the  VAT which he is liable to pay: the  VAT due or paid in that 
Member State in respect of the supplies of goods or services to him, carried out or to be 
carried out by another taxable person. This regulation not requiring other certificate but 
an invoice provided a huge opportunity for tax dodgers, making it possible to deduct or 
even reclaim the extremely high 27% of VAT after fictive businesses.

At first, the  Hungarian state saw the  solution to this problem in the  increase of 
investigations and the  coherent regulation of investigation practice with directives. In 
2012, however, this controlling practice of the tax authority and court rulings accepting 
this method mostly proved to be contrary to the law of the European Union according to 
the  Court of Justice of the  European Union. Rulings made in the  combined cases of 
C-80/11 and C-142/11 on June 21, 2012 (ruling of combined cases of Mahageben and 
David) and case No. C-324/11 (Tóth case) on 6 September 2012 pointed out that 
the practice of case law and the tax authority need to be investigated as it is not the tax 
payer but the  tax office who on the  basis of objective evidence, has to prove that 
the taxable concerned knew, or ought to have known, that the transaction taken as a legal 
basis for the deduction was connected with fraud committed by the issuer of the invoice 
or by another trader acting earlier in the chain of supply.

Custom borders between member states, the  lack of investigation that used to be 
applied there and the  two conclusions described above greatly obstruct the  customs 
authority’s successful and effective procedure; hence, the Hungarian state tried to move 
forward with the formation of a new control system called EPRTCS in order to formalize 
the  informal economy and control VAT deductions and reclaims. The  system was 
launched on 1 January 2015.

The system aims at enabling the tax authority to follow products and goods’ route, 
hence ensuring that common charges connected to them are properly paid and/or that 
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VAT is legally deducted. Furthermore, the system is also an adequate tool for observing 
food-safety rules.

In Hungary, public road carriers shall pay fee for the  usage of motorways, dual 
carriageways and main roads. Cameras of the  control system (HU-GO) formed by Act 
LXVII of 2013 on the  mileage-dependent toll payable for the  use of motorways, dual 
carriageways and main roads are adequate for the controlling of goods’ transportation as 
well, hence, only the  already given technical background had to be connected with 
the adequate legal tool.

According to the  regulation: product sale, product purchase and other product 
movement carried out by vehicles subject to road toll payment and done by public road 
transportation can exclusively be completed by tax payers having EPRTCS number. 
Furthermore, EPRTCS number also needs to be claimed if so called risky goods are 
transported by vehicles not subject to road toll payment. In order to get EPRTCS number, 
the tax payer has to make an announcement on the electronic site of EPRTCS. In doing 
so, the  consignor’s data (name, tax ID), the  consignee’s data (name, tax ID), as well as 
other data determined in the  ministerial regulation issued for the  implementation of 
the  act has to be announced at the  National Tax and Customs Authority (hereinafter 
“NTCA” or “tax authority”). These contain information referring to that sales quantity of 
goods being in the  possession of the  tax payer that can only be transported with 
a  document authentically proving the  goods’ origin. Moreover, NTCA can oblige 
the consignee, the recipient, the consignor and the transporter of goods for a declaration. 
Furthermore, if risk factors justify – except livestock and fast decaying goods – NTCA 
may also apply authority lock on the  means of transport in order to ensure 
the identification of the goods.

Detailed rules regarding the  operation of EPRTCS included in Regulation No. 
5/2015 (II. 27.) NGM of the  Minister of National Economy (hereinafter “R.”) on 
the operation of the Electronic Public Road Trade Control System.

The scope of R. covers product purchase or other imports from other member states 
of the  European Union for domestic purposes within the  Community transported by 
vehicles subject to road toll payment and done by public transportation; product sale 
from inland to other member states of the European Union or export with other purposes; 
furthermore, the sale of VAT taxable product as first taxable domestic sale if it is not for 
and end-user inland. Public road transportation – be that either transportation of own 
goods or goods’ transit for another party – with a few exceptions can only be carried out 
with having EPRTCS number6 (in order to determine the EPRTCS number, tax payers 
shall make and electronic announcement at the tax authority).

In the  announcement a  lot of information needs to be brought to the  attention of 
the tax authority, with which legislators aim at the smooth identification of products and 
subjects participating in the  transportation, however, excessive administration is not 
incentive for tax payers. The  most significant data to be announced are data of 
the  consignor and the  recipient, place and time of loading and unloading, registration 
number of the transporting vehicle, determination of products connected to the EPRTCS 
number, reason for public road transportation (product sale, purchase, etc.). In case of 
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purchase and selling of the so called dangerous products (which I am going to mention 
later on) net price of goods also needs to be provided.

For tax payers included in the database and for tax payers free from public debt, R. 
makes it possible to make a simplified data content announcement compared to the above 
mentioned,7 if their annual income exceeded 50 billion HUF and their tax number has 
not been previously suspended by the  tax authority, and if the  goods in question is not 
dangerous.

In case of goods’ purchase or import with other aims within the  Community from 
a consignor’s address found in another member state of the European Union to an inland 
recipient’s address, the  recipient is obliged to announce the  data. From an inland 
consignor’s address to a  recipient in another member state of the  European Union, 
involving freight road transport with the aim of selling or other aims, the consignor has to 
announce the data. In case of product selling with freight transportation service from an 
inland consignor’s address to an inland recipient’s address, announcement obligation is 
the  obligation of the  consignor. If non-dangerous products are transported or get 
transported by the consignee, the announcement obligation is the task of the consignee.

Of course, tax payers obliged to declare should also announce changes and 
modification at the  tax authority. Based on their announcement, the  tax authority sends 
the  EPRTCS number valid only for 15 days to the  announcer via the  electronic page of 
EPRTCS.

As I have already mentioned it above, certain goods are exempt from the obligation of 
data submission. R. lists general and individual exemptions. Regarding general exemptions, 
we can mention subjective and objective ones. Hence, military, law enforcement, disaster 
control services, foreign armed forces, vehicles transporting humanitarian relief supplies 
and transportation connected to international treaties and reciprocity do not fall under 
the effect of the system.

As to objective exemptions, it has to be mentioned transportation of such goods that 
are ensured anyway, i.e. goods requiring permission or declaration or goods which are 
under customs control. Hence, we can include excise goods, waste, goods requiring metal 
trade permission, pills for human usage or postal deliveries here.

In order to unburden everyday goods transportation, smaller amount, non-dangerous 
goods are also free from the  effect of EPRTCS. Non-dangerous goods if their common 
gross weight does not exceed 2500 kilograms and their common non-taxed value does not 
exceed 5 million HUF do not need to be declared when they are carried from the  same 
consignor to the  same recipient in the  same vehicle subject to road toll payment in one 
transportation. Those dangerous goods are also exempted from the  announcement 
obligation that are transported from the same consignor to the same recipient in the same 
vehicle subject to road toll payment in one transport if their total gross weight does not 
exceed 500 kilograms and their common non-taxed value does not exceed 1 million HUF.

However, the obligation of daily declaration may be an exaggerated burden on certain 
tax payers. Therefore, there is a possibility for an individual exemption as well, if the  tax 
payer’s production organization peculiarities justify this and the inland loading address as 
well as the inland offloading address’ distance (recipient) is maximum 20 kilometers.
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Regarding the  transportation and announcement of risky goods, R. determines 
different rules than the  ones referring to general goods. The  circle of dangerous goods is 
determined in the Regulation of the Ministry for National Economy (NGM) No 51/2014. 
(XII. 1.) on determining risky products related to the operation of the Electronic Public 
Road Trade Control System. Basically, we can determine risky goods as goods that are hard 
or impossible to individually identify as they are generally transported in bulks. This goes 
hand in hand with the possibility that tax payers may use the same cargo continuously, for 
instance for the certification of selling within the Community. Risky products can be risky 
food such as various types of meat, vegetables, greases, oils, sugars or other products such as 
building materials, lubricants, clothes, shoes.

As a basic rule, for the EPRTCS number of risky food, tax payers shall have a so called 
“FELIR” identification number registered at the Information System of the National Food 
Chain Safety Office, and in case of product purchase from the  Community, the  first 
Hungarian place of storage has to be announced as well. Moreover, tax payers shall also 
provide risk guarantee in case of every dangerous product. The amount of security has to 
reach 15 % of the net value of risky products registered in EPRTCS.

The guarantee can be accomplished via a transaction to a separated deposit account, 
or can be undertaken by a  financial institution, cash flow institution, investment 
corporation, through guarantee registered at the national tax and customs authority. If tax 
payers can be found in the tax authority’s qualified database or are included in the database 
for taxpayers free of public debt and the  tax number of whom has not been suspended, 
they do not have to give guarantee.

The new system could not be effective enough without sanctions adjusted to it. 
As  a  sanction regarding the  omission of the  obligatory announcement or having it done 
with fictional content, it is determined that in this case goods shall be deemed of 
unconfirmed origin, upon which a default penalty amounting up to 40% of the value of 
the unreported goods may be imposed and The National Tax and Customs Administration 
may seize the goods to the extent of the amount of the default penalty or affix an official 
seal on each piece.

However, the system was introduced in January 2015, the relevant ministry declared 
that they would not levy penalty until the  28th of February for those breaking the  rules, 
hence, we can say that the  system has only been operating since the  1st of March 2015. 
At  the  time of the  publication only two months passed since the  1st of March but some 
achievements of EPRTCS can already be seen. These are primarily connected to 
the  exposure of food supply of unconfirmed origin which are mostly products arriving 
from abroad. In these cases, foreign transporters ignorance can also be the  reason for 
the discovered disorders.

40,  000 clients have required 1,5 million EPRTCS number until the  20th of March 
and this number was more than 113, 500 at the beginning of April. Within the frame of 
the effective guarantee provision, clients paid 1,026 billion HUF, which amount reached 
2,134 billion HUF until the  7th of April, furthermore, bank guarantee in the  amount of 
827,978 HUF was also paid by tax payers in the framework of their guarantee provision 
obligation.8
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Controlling also led to great achievements as within one month the budget grew by 
1,5 billion HUF only because of the  tax authority’s public road controlling has been 
activated in the  framework of the  EPRTCS system. The  tax authority controlled 7502 
cargos of which 283 ended up in the  confiscation of chattel because of irregularities. 
The estimated value of chattels was almost 1 billion HUF. Besides, more than 0,5 billion 
HUF tax debit was paid by tax payers in cash in 1303 cases9.

However, not everyone was satisfied with the  introduction of this system. Most of 
them disapprove administrative obligations, guarantee obligations and the  competitive 
disadvantage caused by these. They believed that as a result of these, Hungarian tax payers 
have a  serious disadvantage on the  market compared to enterprises not coming within 
the scope of the system.10

3. Expansion of Reverse VAT Taxation

Reverse taxation is significant in the fight against tax fraud as with its assistance, the state 
can achieve that pre-levied tax is paid before its deduction, reclaim. In branches where 
subcontractors did not get the  counter-value of selling or service done by them, reverse 
taxation can especially be important, as these subcontractors were obliged to pay the tax 
in these cases as well. However, reverse taxation levies this burden on the  tax payer 
customer, sub-contractors do not need to finance the amount of tax. At the  same time, 
reverse taxation is also advantageous for the treasury as the possibility that the client main 
contractor deducts VAT without the issuer of the invoice has paid it, was abolished.

Member states may not only broaden the  scope of reverse taxation based on cases 
listed in the current VAT directive or based on derogation lasting for years but they may 
do so in frames of more flexible QRM that is, quick reaction mechanism procedure 
against VAT fraud. At the  same time, this taxation method is not practical to be 
introduced widely as during this it is only the end user (as the last subject of production 
and purchase procedure) who pays tax into the central budget; the latter means significant 
risk for the state, with special regards to certain probable end user misuses.

Hungary has applied the  partial reverse taxation of VAT since the  1st of January 
2006. At first, it was applied to constructing-assembling services, property businesses, 
waste trade and selling of pledges, then the scope was constantly widened from the 1st of 
July 2012 until the summer of 2014 by certain grain and protein plants. Later, the Council 
of the  European Union with regards to Council directive 2013/43/EU amending 
Directive 2006/112/EC on the common system of value added tax, as regards an optional 
and temporary application of the  reverse charge mechanism in relation to supplies of 
certain goods and services susceptible to fraud made it possible for member states to apply 
reverse taxation in case of grains and oily seeds until the 31st of December 2018.

In 2013, the Hungarian state had planned on introducing reverse taxation on pork as 
well but it was not allowed according to the European Committee’s report of 19 March 
2013. Furthermore, on the  17th of December 2013 and repeatedly in April 2014, 
the Committee refused the Hungarian petition on introducing reverse taxation in sugar 
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trade having various fictive businesses. Among others, this lack of success created basis 
ground for the introduction of the EPRTCS system.

Utilizing its possibility provided by the European Union, with Act XXXIII of 2014 
on the  modification of certain financial acts, the  Hungarian state expanded reverse 
taxation on temporary employment, employment through school cooperatives, various 
metals, wastes, debris, recovered paper or cardboard, glass jars, glass waste, plastic waste, 
chips, used or new rags, ropes, used batteries, batteries, etc. the sale of property collateral, 
the sale of 100,000 HUF assets, the sale of greenhouse gas emission allowances, as well as 
on certain steel industry products from the 1st of January 2015 until the 31st of December 
2018.

4. Application of Lower Tax Rate

A further tool against tax fraud could be if states terminated the trade interest of people 
committing tax fraud. One of its methods is the  application of significantly lower VAT 
than the  average. As I have previously mentioned, the  average degree of VAT is 27% in 
Hungary, which is considered significantly high worldwide. On one hand, it provides 
high income for the state, on the other hand, it urges tax payers for misuses and frauds.

One type of misuse can be found in the avoidance of community and import goods’ 
VAT, thus goods imported to Hungary can be sold 27% cheaper than goods sold regularly, 
decreasing competitiveness by that. The other form of fraud is connected to fictive VAT 
deductions and reclaims. It can be attractive for tax payers that this way they can get 
sources from the  state via VAT reclaim after invoices with unrealistic content and 
especially with reclaims.

Realizing all these, there is a significant need from the Hungarian traders’ part that 
legislators shall expand the  circle of goods and services having the  lowest, 5% VAT. 
Therefore, medicines and other health products, services were supplemented by the circle 
of pork and half-pork, cattle, goat, sheep and their meat. They are going to further extend 
the  scope of goods and services with 5% VAT rate by pork meat, immobile possessions 
like flats to 150 m2, and family houses to 300 m2 from 2016, chicken meat, egg and milk 
from 2017, hence assisting Hungarian traders and because of the  expected lower price, 
consumers, as well.

5. Tax Traffipax

One of the  most recent and most interesting tax control methods applied by 
the Hungarian Tax Administration since the spring of 2017 is the so called “Tax Traffipax” 
(the term Traffipax is used in Hungary to describe traffic enforcement equipment, or in 
other words speedcams used by the  police during roadside checks), during which 
the  NTCA publicizes it’s inspection sites on its website beforehand. In this manner, 
the taxpayers are able to follow the way of controls; they are able to prepare themselves 
for the inspection(s) as well.
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The first thought seems to suggest, that this prior publication undermines 
the effectiveness of control, but the results so far are showing quite the opposite. Firstly: 
despite the  fact of prior knowledge about the  inspection, in 20–40% of the  cases there 
were deficiencies found. Secondly (and more importantly): during the  “tax traffipax”, 
taxpayers almost always show up revenue growth during the  announced period. 
For instance, during an inspection day on the 10th of March in the Budapest Grand Bazaar 
(a large marketplace), the  average turnover growth for a  taxpayer was above 40% (!) 
compared to the previous year. In this way the amount of revenue hidden revenues can be 
deducted – which in connection with the  on-line cash registers can provide useful 
statistical data about the proportion of avowed and hidden revenues.

6. Conclusion

The basic aim of the Hungarian fiscal and tax policy is to ensure that the public revenues 
are met accordingly and in this way the  Hungarian regulation and the  activities of 
the  NTCA are also subordinate to this purpose. Based on the  fact that the  Hungarian 
system of taxes is quite complex, flexible (and therefore rather volatile from a  taxpayer’s 
point of view) it is quite probable, that new types of controls, or normative solutions will 
emerge in the upcoming years. In my short study, I tried to point out the practice of tax 
controls and inspections: how and with what means are taxpayers “engaged” more 
efficiently.
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1. A Few Notes on Tax Audit for Introduction

Nowadays, especially with regard to increasing tax evasion and tax fraud2 it is of outmost 
importance to apply different control mechanisms provided by law. Such a  significant 
control mechanism3 in our legal system is tax audit. It is one of the  most important 
activities of the tax authority in tax administration. The tax audit is namely an important 
procedural tool that allows the  tax administrator to provide a  realistic picture of how 
people abide tax law provisions, how they are implemented and applied in tax practice. In 
general, tax audit serves to find out or verify facts decisive for the correct tax determination 
or compliance with provisions of special regulations.

The importance of tax audit for the  tax administration derives in particular from 
the fact that in the Slovak Republic (hereinafter ‘SR’) taxable entities apply self-application 
in the area of tax law. In relation to the collection of tax this means that it is the taxable 
entity himself who should assess his tax obligation. The taxable entity is the person who is 
obliged to calculate, voluntarily declare the amount and pay the tax himself. If law transfers 
responsibility for determining the taxable entity’s own tax obligation to himself, it is logical 
that it also seeks to ensure effective control mechanisms for such a tax calculation in order 
to impose on the  taxable entity the  highest possible care, honesty and integrity in 
the calculations of his own tax obligation.4

The tax audit is characterised by the  fact that it has such immediate and long-term 
contact between a  tax administrator and an inspected taxable entity as in any other 
procedural act. Each side protects and asserts its interests. A tax administrator enforces 
the fiscal interests of the state or municipality and the taxable entity tries to minimize his 
own tax burden and thus pay the lowest tax possible, of course in accordance with the law. 
In addition, the tax administrator has a superior position in relation to the taxable entity. 
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All these lead to the need of regulating mutual rights and obligations in terms of/as regards 
these subjects, in particular to regulate the tax audit procedure of the tax administrator.5

The tax audit, as an important tool for effective tax collection is in particular a support 
institute that has several functions. Like any kind of control, the  tax audit also has 
a  cognitive function, whose purpose is to identify the  actual facts and a  comparative 
function, which serves to compare and evaluate the factual situation of the tax subject with 
the conditions that assumes the applicable tax law.

One of the basic and important functions is the preventive function. Effective tax 
collection is relatively closely related to the  issue of tax morality, thus to the  access of 
the  taxable entity in compliance with tax laws and paying taxes itself, because taxable 
entities are basically not controlled in the fulfilment of obligations, such as bookkeeping, 
filing tax returns, reports, control statements and so on, and the  control of filed 
documents by the  tax administrator is usually only formal. And here, the  potential 
possibility to carry out the tax audit by a tax administrator with consequent possibility 
of the additional assessing of tax or a tax difference against the assessed tax in assessment 
proceedings is a tool that could indirectly force taxable entities to comply with the tax 
laws. Thus, the existence of a tax audit institute serves to discourage taxable entities from 
socially undesirable behaviour in the  form of concealing taxable income, distorting or 
overstating the  amount of tax expenses and other illegal practices.6 Some authors also 
describe other functions of tax audit, such as elimination, inspection or protective 
function and others.7

In connection with the afore mentioned issue of tax morality, a serious problem of tax 
audit is in looking at taxable entities for its effectiveness. Complaints about tax inspectors 
who sometimes try to find even the slightest mistake in the tax records of taxable entities 
became relatively significant and also the  fact that they do not try to fight large taxable 
entities.8 It is quite well described by E. Burák in his article where he writes that there is 
a certain parallelism in the world and so in the Slovak case, where “tax officials are charging 
small money, but big money (billions) of the  state escapes – oftentimes – unfortunately, 
through visible channels that have long been known as public secrets.”9 The  tax audit 
creates respect, fear, even stress amongst taxable entities. It is perceived as a big risk because 
all taxable entities may be mistaken. If irregularities are detected during the tax audit, there 
is not only an additional assessing of tax, but also it means imposing appropriate sanctions 
(fines, penalties) on the taxable entity.10

At present, the  tax audit procedure is regulated in the Slovak legal order in Act no. 
563/2009 Coll. on Tax Administration (Tax Procedure Code) and on amendments and 
supplements to certain laws in the wording of later regulations (hereinafter ‘Tax Procedure 
Code’), namely in Article 44 and the following articles.

The main objective of tax audit is expressed in Art. 44, par. 1 of the Tax Procedure 
Code and is to find out or verify various facts that are important for correct tax 
determination or compliance with provisions of special regulations, such as Income Tax 
Act, Value Added Tax Act and individual acts about excise duties. Tax audit shall be 
performed in the extent which is necessarily important for achieving its purpose,11 either 
directly with the  taxable entity or at another place required by the  purpose of the  tax 
audit.
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Based on the above, especially with regard to the self-application of tax law, it is clear 
that the regulation of control mechanisms, which is also the tax audit, is necessary in our 
legal order. Taxable entities are obliged to tolerate tax audit for a certain statutory period. 
But what if tax audit exceeds this statutory time limit? What impact does it have on 
the  status of a  taxable entity? The  problem arises, in particular, when the  payment of 
the taxable entity’s funds, such as excess deduction of value added tax (hereinafter ‘VAT’), 
depends on the termination of the tax audit, which is legally carried out but takes longer 
than usual and it is concluded that the  taxable entity has requested the  payment of 
the funds legally. Precisely in the context of tax audit being performed to verify rightfulness 
of the claim to refund an excessive VAT deduction or its part, a problem arises. Therefore, 
following the  decision of the  Court of Justice of the  European Union (hereinafter ‘the 
EU’) of October 21, 2015 in case C-120/15 Kovozber, “default interest relating to 
the refund of excess VAT has been incorporated into our legal system since January 1”. In 
this article we will also deal with the  fact when the  taxable entity is entitled to claim 
interest on VAT refund and how it is regulated in our legal system.

2. The Length of the Tax Audit – Is There a Limit?

After carrying out all the  necessary acts and evidence during the  tax audit, the  tax 
administrator’s employee shall make a protocol of the tax audit containing the findings of 
the  tax audit, including the  assessment of evidence. So a  tax audit is terminated by 
the delivery of the tax audit protocol, the delivery of the notification on tax determination 
by using tools, or the day of the expiry of the claim for refund of excess VAT deduction 
under the VAT Act.

In connection with the  termination of the  tax audit, the  Tax Procedure Code also 
regulates in its provisions the deadline for completing the tax audit, which is one year at 
most from the date of its initiation. This time period is available to the tax administrator 
regardless of whether he is carrying out the  tax audit of a  small enterprise or a  large 
enterprise, whether it is an undertaking which exclusively carries out domestic supplies of 
goods and services or it is a  taxable entity who predominantly supplies the  goods and 
services to other states. In case of the tax audit of foreign related persons which determinate 
their tax base pursuant to the Income Tax Act, the second instance authority can prolong 
the  mentioned time period before its expiry by no longer than twelve calendar months 
upon a reasonable written request. The Tax Procedure Code also allows the interruption of 
tax audit; in case of its interruption, the  provisions relating to the  interruption of tax 
proceedings shall be applied accordingly.

The negative impact of the tax audits on the territory of the Slovak Republic is their 
occasionally long duration. Although the  Tax Procedure Code sets out a  time limit for 
a  tax audit,12 its termination is sometimes deferred by its interruption. This is due to 
the  fact that during the  interruption of a  tax audit the  time periods pursuant to Tax 
Procedure Code shall not lapse, and thus the time period prescribed for completing the tax 
audit do not lapse either. This is especially true for extensive (simultaneous or so-called 
network)13 tax audits because of the  extensive collection of evidences and obtaining all 
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the  necessary documents. The  interruption of the  tax audit results in its extension and 
therefore the question arises as to whether there are in fact time limits for the completion 
and termination of the tax audit which should be respected by the tax administrator. Here, 
it will be necessary to deal with the case law of the courts of the Slovak Republic, which 
have many times dealt with the  issue of compliance with the  time limits for tax audit in 
their decision-making praxis. It is clear from the jurisprudence of the courts of the SR that 
the  time period set out to carry out the  tax audit must be observed. Here, for example, 
the Supreme Court of the SR emphasizes in its judgment14 that “the time periods specified 
in Art. 30a, par. 715 of Act no. 511/1992 Coll.16 are the  legal procedural time periods 
provided by the law for a tax audit. Since they are stipulated directly by the law, it is not 
possible for the tax administrator to disrespect them, or to prolong it beyond the statutory 
limit. These are the periods during which the taxable entity is obliged to tolerate a tax audit 
and to fulfil the  obligations stipulated by the  tax administrator for the  taxable entity 
pursuant to Art. 15, par. 6 of Act no. 511/1992 Coll.17 The  tax audit represents 
the intervention of the public authority in the private sector of the entity, therefore it can 
only be carried out in the  scope and process laid down by the  law (Article 2, par. 2 of 
the  Constitution of the  Slovak Republic). The  tax audit of a  taxable entity cannot be 
carried out for an unlimited time period. Any intervention by a  public authority in 
the private sphere of a legal entity is governed by the universal principle of proportionality 
and the  provision of time periods for carrying out the  tax audit is an expression of 
the  principle of proportionality. The  Supreme Court points out that a  tax audit can be 
continued after the expiry of the statutory period only with the consent of the concerned 
taxable entity. Otherwise, the activity of the tax administrator creates an unlawful state in 
the form of unlawful interference by a public authority.”

The above mentioned was finally confirmed by the  decision of the  Constitutional 
Court of the  Slovak Republic,18 in which it confirmed the  quoted conclusions of 
the Supreme Court of the Slovak Republic: “The time period laid down in Art., 30a par. 7 
of the  Tax and Fees Administration Act is a  statutory time limit and for the  tax 
administrator performing the tax audit is obligatory, because it determines the legality of 
the  tax audit. This time period cannot be compared with the  time periods for decision-
making pursuant to Art. 30a, par. 1 to 4 of the Tax and Fees Administration Act. The tax 
audit as a  process of obtaining evidence (the protocol), which is not a  decision-making 
process on the tax liability of the taxable entity, represents a serious and intense interference 
by the tax administration in the individual, lawfully protected sphere of the taxable entity, 
which is quite apparent on the basis of the nature of obligations of the inspected taxable 
entity during the tax audit (Art. 15 par. 6 of the Tax and Fees Administration Act). The aim 
of the tax audit cannot be fulfilled without respecting the rights and legitimate interests of 
taxable entities. The  requirement of proportionality shall be applied during the  tax 
administrator’s interferences in the taxable entity’s tax affairs even during tax proceedings 
(Art. 2 par. 3 of the Tax and Fees Administration Act19). In some cases, this requirement 
was formulated by the legislator in a very precise way by specifying the limits of a specific 
type of interference.” In this decision the Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic, in 
accordance with the  established case law of the  Supreme Court of the  Slovak Republic, 
does not neglect that “the prohibition to exceed the  statutory timeframe of a  tax audit 
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applies unconditionally only if the inspected taxable entity provides the tax administrator 
carrying out the tax audit with the necessary co-operation”.

Similar legal conclusions were also pronounced by the Supreme Court of the SR in its 
other decisions.20

It is therefore clear from those decisions that if the tax administrator fails to respect 
the  maximum duration of the  tax audit, it violates not only the  relevant provision of 
the Tax Procedure Code Art. 46 par. 10, which establishes the time limit for the tax audit, 
currently Art. 46 par. 10, but also the principle of proportionality and legality21 applicable 
throughout the tax administration; therefore such a tax audit and all decisions made during 
it will be unlawful.

Regarding the extension of the tax audit by its interruption, we consider necessary to 
point out that the  interruption of the  tax audit can occur only in the  cases regulated by 
the  Tax Procedure Code, thus not arbitrarily. The  tax administrator has to consider 
carefully, assess and then justify whether the interruption of tax audit is grounded pursuant 
to the relevant regulation. If the reasons for the discontinuation exist and the tax audit is 
interrupted and the term for the tax audit does not expire, i.e. the time period of the tax 
audit may be longer than one year. On the other hand, however, during the interruption, 
the  tax administrator will not be entitled to require the  inspected taxable entity to 
cooperate as during the  tax audit, nor will he be able to carry out control tasks with 
the taxable entity. It is important that the interruption of the tax audit shall not be used for 
its actual extension by requiring cooperation from the inspected taxable entity in process 
forms that can be obtained during the tax audit (for example testimony, local enquiry), at 
a time when the tax audit is interrupted. Taxable entities should consistently require that 
no collection of evidence should be carried out during the interruption of the tax audit.22

In the light of the above, it can be stated that the period prescribed for the tax audit 
should serve the taxable entities’ interest as a means of legal certainty in order to prevent 
the  taxable entity from abusive and unjustified prolongation of the  tax audit by the  tax 
administrator.

3. Tax Audit of the Excess Deduction of VAT

Most tax audits are carried out on VAT, namely the  tax audit of excess deduction or its 
part, as there is a  huge tax evasion and tax fraud in connection with the  unjustified 
application of excess deductions.23

However, if the  taxable entity claims a  refund of excess VAT deduction rightly,24 as 
demonstrated at the completion of the tax audit, there is a large intervention in the sphere 
of property of the taxable entity. During the tax audit, to verify rightfulness of the claim to 
refund an excessive VAT deduction or its part, the taxable entity cannot dispose of funds 
corresponding to the applied excessive deduction. This follows from the fact that if the tax 
office (the tax administrator) initiates the tax audit within the time period for refunding 
the excess deduction,25 the tax office shall refund the excess deduction within ten days of 
the  completion of the  tax audit in the  amount determined by the  tax office, except 
the return portion of the excess deduction based on the interim protocol.26 Thus, it can be 
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observed that if the  taxable entity claims the  refund of the  excess VAT deduction in 
the relevant taxation period and the tax audit is initiated (with the tendency among the tax 
administrators that if the taxable entity claims the refund of the excess VAT deduction, so 
they initiate the  tax audit to verify rightfulness of the  claim to its refund – as is already 
clear from the  above mentioned fact, that the  most tax evasion arises precisely in 
connection with unjustified application of excessive VAT deductions), a  significant 
extension of the  deadline for refund of the  excess deduction can occur in some cases, 
namely twelve (or twenty-four) months, moreover, if the  tax audit is interrupted, it can 
even be a longer period of time.

It can be stated that the  taxable entity has a  primarily fiscal interest in the  rapid 
termination of tax audit in order to be able to dispose of the  funds corresponding to 
the  claimed excess VAT deduction. In many cases, this is not a  negligible amount, and 
the  non-payment of excess VAT deduction may be liquidated for the  taxable entity. He 
counts with a certain income to be able to continue to pay his obligations. In case of doubt, 
it is of course the right of the tax administrator to verify whether the taxable entity applies 
excess VAT deduction rightfully. However, it is not conceivable for the  State to do so 
whenever the taxable entity asks for the refund of the excess VAT deduction. This affects 
mainly honest entrepreneurs because the tax administrator mostly tries to reject the excess 
VAT deduction or reduce it as much as possible by referring to the  general principle of 
the prohibition of abuse of law,27 which also applies at the area of tax law.

The retention of excess deduction by the tax administrator in case the subsequent tax 
audit proves that the  claim to refund an excessive deduction or its part was rightful, is 
a significant interference in the taxable entity’s financial freedom (in some cases it may also 
be liquidation for the taxable entity) and in the violation of VAT neutrality.

3.1. To Introduce an Interest on VAT Refund

Here it is worth mentioning the order of the Court of Justice of the EU of October 21, 
2015 in case C-120/15 Kovozber s.r.o. versus Daňový úrad Košice (hereinafter ‘the 
Kovozber order’ or ‘case C-120/15’). In that case, there was a conflict between Kovozber 
and the Tax Office of Košice, where Kovozber brought a legal action before a competent 
national court after the tax authority rejected its request for the payment of default interest 
relating to the refund of excess VAT. Since, in our national legislation, there was no default 
interest relating to the refund of excess VAT, and no legislation defining the circumstances 
in which the  redemption of excessive deduction was considered to be delayed, therefore 
the national court decided to suspend the proceedings and referred questions to the Court 
of Justice of the  EU for a  preliminary ruling. In its preliminary questions, the  national 
court essentially asks whether national legislation which stipulates the  calculation of 
default interest relating to the refund of excess VAT only after ten days of the completion 
of the tax audit to verify rightfulness of the claim to refund an excessive deduction or its 
part, is contrary to the EU law.

The Court of Justice of the  EU pointed out that although Article 183 of Council 
Directive 2006/112/EC of November 28, 2006 on the common system of value added tax 
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(hereinafter ‘the VAT Directive’)28 does not entail any obligation to pay interest on refund 
of excess VAT deduction, nor does it appoint the day from which the interest accrues, that 
fact does not, in itself, permit the  conclusion that the  provision must be interpreted as 
meaning that the conditions laid down by the Member States for the refund of the excess 
VAT deduction are not subject to any control under Union law. The EU Member States are 
obliged to comply with certain specific rules under Article 183 of the  VAT Directive, 
which are to be interpreted in the light of its context and the general principles governing 
VAT. Then the  Court of Justice of the  EU notes: “The Member States have a  certain 
freedom in determining the  conditions for the  refund of excess VAT, those conditions 
cannot undermine the  principle of fiscal neutrality by making the  taxable person bear 
the  burden of the  VAT in whole or in part. In particular, such conditions must enable 
the  taxable person, in appropriate circumstances, to recover the  entirety of the  credit 
arising from that excess VAT. This implies that the  refund is made within a  reasonable 
period of time by a payment in liquid funds or equivalent means, and that, in any event, 
the method of refund adopted must not entail any financial risk for the taxable person”.

It is clear from the case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union29 in relation 
to national legislation which makes the  tax authorities liable to pay default interest after 
terminating the tax audit procedure that the calculation of those interests being obligated 
to pay by a tax authority which, at the time of passing the deadline, did not take the date 
on which the  excessive deduction of VAT would normally have been refunded under 
the  VAT Directive is in principle contrary to the  requirements of Article 183 of that 
directive. In that respect, the Court of Justice of the EU recognized in its Kovozber order 
that the  period for refunding excess VAT may, as a  general rule, be extended in order to 
carry out the  tax audit without there being any need for such an extended period to be 
regarded as unreasonable, provided that the extension does not go beyond what is necessary 
for the successful completion of the tax audit.

Further on, the Court of Justice of the European Union states that it is clear from its 
case law that “if the excess VAT deduction is refunded to the taxable person after the expiry 
of a  reasonable period, the  principle of fiscal neutrality requires that the  financial losses 
thus incurred by the taxable person, which results from the  impossibility of dealing with 
that amount, are to be compensated by payment of default interest”.

Subsequently, the Court of Justice of the EU referred to the national legislation such as 
the  Slovak VAT Act, based on which the  excess VAT is refunded within ten days of 
the  completion of the  tax audit (resulting in the  withholding of funds corresponding to 
the  excess VAT deduction applied during a  substantial period which, according to 
the current situation, may be twelve to twenty-four times longer than the taxation period of 
one month) as not being compliant with the principle of fiscal neutrality, based on which 
the refund must be made within a reasonable period of time. The Court of Justice of the EU 
in its order further states that the  “legislation, which allows the  tax authorities to initiate 
the tax audit any time, even immediately before the deadline for refunding the excess VAT 
deduction, thereby enables a significant extension of the time period for refunding the excess 
deduction, not only exposes the  taxable person to a  financial disadvantage but it is also 
unable to predict the date from which funds corresponding to the excess VAT will be made 
available to him, thus entailing an additional burden for that person”.
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On the  basis of the  above mentioned and also on the  basis of previous precedents, 
the Court of Justice of the EU declared that Kovozber was entitled to default interest in 
national proceedings as it had been refunded the excess VAT deduction after the completion 
of the tax audit which exceeded the reasonable time period. At the same time, it stated that 
“when calculating interest, the date on which the excess VAT would have had to be repaid 
in the normal course of events in accordance with the VAT Directive should be considered 
the starting point”. Concerning the question of the conditions of the payment of default 
interest, the Court of Justice of the European Union pointed out that the establishment of 
these conditions fall within the competence of the national legislation of each EU Member 
State. The Court of Justice of the European Union is not competent to interpret a domestic 
law or to apply the  EU rule in a  particular case. It is for the  national court, under its 
jurisdiction, to apply the  EU law in its entirety and is under a  duty to give full effect to 
the EU law. At the same time, the Court of Justice of the EU mentions that the conditions 
under which default interest is payable must not be less favourable than the conditions for 
similar claims in domestic law and also they may not be stipulated in such a  way that 
the exercise of rights conferred by the law of the Union is impracticable or the exercise is 
excessively burdensome, that is to say, those conditions must respect the  principles of 
equivalence and effectiveness.

4. Interest on VAT Refund De Lege Lata

Therefore, in view of the above, since January 1, 2017, an amendment of the VAT Act has 
been introduced which established a  new Article 79a (‘Compensation for VAT refund 
retained during tax audit’), which contains a  regulation of interest on VAT refund. It 
follows from that provision that the taxpayer is entitled to compensation for the retained 
VAT refund (the law uses abbreviation interest on VAT refund) if the  tax office initiates 
the  tax audit within the  time period of the  refund of the  excess VAT deduction and 
the VAT refund is not paid within six months from the last day of the same time period.

Entitlement to the interest on VAT refund does not concern the first six months from 
the  expiry of the  time period of the  refund of excess VAT deduction. This entitlement 
arises only on the first day after the expiration of the six-month period and it is calculated 
until the day of the retained VAT refund. It is apparent from the explanatory memorandum 
that the legislature modified the entitlement to interest on VAT refund in such a way that 
it allows the state sufficient time to exercise power to examine the rightfulness of the excess 
deduction without the  entitlement to the  interest on VAT refund for that period. 
Interestingly, the  taxable entity does not have such a  long time when he is late with 
the payment of the tax and is liable to pay interest on late payment30. Moreover, the Court 
of Justice of the  EU states that a  taxable entity is entitled to interest on VAT refund if 
the excess VAT deduction is refunded to the taxable entity after the completion of the tax 
audit which exceeded the reasonable time period and as the onset date should be the date 
on which the excess VAT would have had to be repaid in the normal course of events. It is 
therefore questionable whether the legislation adopted in the Slovak Republic and having 
been in force since January 1, 2017 is consistent with the expression of the Court of Justice 
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of the  EU. We are of the  opinion that this is not that case, and that the  regulation of 
interest on VAT refund should be defined in the law simpler and in a more comprehensible 
way and interest on VAT refund should be granted earlier, from the  moment when it 
should normally be returned under the VAT Act.31

The interest rate on VAT refund shall be equal to twice the  current base rate of 
the  European Central Bank being valid on the  first day of the  calendar year for which 
the  interest is charged. Also, if the  interest rate of the  European Central Bank is below 
1.5%, a  minimum interest rate shall be set at 1.5%. At this point, we would like to note 
that if the  taxable entity is late with the  payment of the  tax (or other amounts within 
the meaning of Article 156, par. 1 of the VAT Act), he is obliged to pay interest on late 
payment, which is set at being four times the  base interest rate of the  European Central 
bank valid on the date when the tax arrears arose, while if the fourfold base interest rate of 
the European Central Bank does not reach 15%, the annual interest rate of 15% shall be 
applied. The state is required to pay interest at the  rate of 1.5%, while the  taxable entity 
who is late with the payment of the tax interest is to pay it at the rate of 15%.32

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, as the taxable entity has the right to the refund of excess VAT deduction (if 
the statutory conditions are fulfilled), the tax administrator also has the right in doubted 
cases to verify whether the  taxable entity claims the  reimbursement of excess VAT 
deduction correctly, as this may have a  negative impact on the  state budget and 
the  detection of tax evasion means net savings for the  state before the  amount of 
the required excess VAT deduction is paid. These facts are verified by the tax administrator 
in the  tax audit, which is currently effective, and can be regarded as one of the  most 
effective tools we have in our legal system regulated to detect and eliminate tax evasion. 
The  tax audit is an integral part of tax administration, because without it one cannot 
expect that taxable entities will voluntarily fulfil all their statutory obligations and comply 
fully with the tax laws (this is a preventive but also a repressive function of the tax audit).

Despite the above said, however, it is not conceivable for the State to initiate the tax 
audit every time the taxable entity asks for a  refund of the excess VAT deduction. It can 
have a  significant impact on small and medium-sized entrepreneurs when the  tax audit 
takes a  longer period of time. In the  case of the  initiation of a  tax audit to verify 
the rightfulness of the claim to refund excess VAT deduction, they cannot use the  funds 
corresponding to this excess deduction and the  late payment of the  requested excessive 
deduction may be liquidated for them. This is why they should be compensated by 
the  payment of default interest on the  refund of excess VAT. The  introduction of such 
a default interest, which the tax administrator will be obliged to pay to the taxable entity 
from the  amount of the  rightfully claimed excess VAT deduction, may in our opinion, 
either reduce the number of tax audits aimed at examining the rightfulness of the claim to 
refund excess VAT deductions or lead to a more precise selection of the inspected taxable 
entities, or speed up tax audits, as the tax administrator has a certain period of time until 
the interest on VAT refund is reimbursed and it will be interested in avoiding the payment 
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of that interest. From the afore mentioned we conclude that the introduction of the interest 
on VAT refund will probably lead to a better enforceability concerning the taxable entity’s 
entitlement to the repayment of excess VAT deduction, or at least to shorten the length of 
tax audits of excess VAT deductions.
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The monograph Means of Protection of Individual Rights in Public Administration – System 
and Efficiency is the  result of a  scientific project lasting for multiple years (2013–2016), 
managed by members of the Department of Administrative Studies and Administrative Law 
of the Faculty of Law, Masaryk University, Brno.

A much larger group of authors, comprising of almost thirty experts participated on this 
project. Apart from co-authors from the Czech Republic, also a large number of experts from 
the Slovak republic, Republic of Poland, representatives of Austria and Slovenia contributed 
to the  realization of the  book. Authors came from academic communities and application 
practice, including constitutional and administrative judiciary. Despite the  large number of 
authors, the book is connected by linking articles which discuss the issue of the protection of 
individual rights in the area of administrative law and public administration.

It is a comprehensive work which will be certainly utilized by students of law as well as 
students from other fields of public administration studies. However, this is not a  typical 
textbook, as the legal theory, as well as legal practice itself is very appropriately incorporated 
into individual chapters in which the  authors express their own attitudes and views on 
the  issue. It offers a  clear and simple overview of all the  basic institutes that in the  Czech 
Republic could be used to protect individual rights within public administration, in an 
understandable way to nonprofessionals; the book is divided into three major parts.

The first part briefly, but in principle, deals with the  role and activities of public 
administration, the  issues of (subjective) rights, their protection but also the  possibility of 
abusing these rights. The  question whether the  primary purpose of public administration is 
the protection of personal rights is being asked in this section. The authors answer the question 
negatively; nevertheless, they acknowledge that public administration provides protection of 
rights even so, all the more. The very content of the book is evidence that even in the field of 
public administration which is primarily not dedicated to protect rights, but to 
the administrate public affairs in the public interest, a relatively wide variety of resources can 
be found which could be considered as an instrument for the protection of rights. Based on 
this, the authors investigate answers for another question, i.e. whether the individual means 
of protection of rights form a  coherent system and subsequently what is the  actual 
effectiveness of these means of protection of rights. As a  result, the  book represents an 
imaginary mirror and feedback as it attempts to confront factual reality with legal status.
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The second part of the  book represents its main part (pp. 41–366). The  individual 
chapters focus on the  general means of protecting individual rights that can be found in 
the  exercise of administrative activity. The  authors perceive the  issue in the  necessary 
European context, such as the  actions of the  Council of Europe and the  European Union, 
including a  model proposal for the  European Union’s Administrative Code. Following 
general institutes which can be considered as a means of the protection of individual rights in 
public administration, where the  authors include the  principles of good governance, 
the  principles governing the  performance of the  administrative activity, or the  work of 
the  ombudsman, the  following particular means for the  protection of individual rights. In 
this regard the  book is written mostly with respect to the  factual figure and regulation of 
the Czech Republic. Among the specific means of protection of individual rights, which are 
subject to closer analysis, the  authors present the  procedural rights of the  participants in 
administrative procedures, requirements for proper reasons for the decision, issues of ordinary 
and extraordinary remedies. Attention is paid to whether and how the  protection of 
individual rights in other procedural processes is ensured, such as the conclusion of public 
contracts, the  implementation of factual acts, the  issuing of legislation by the  public 
administration, the  issuing of binding documents for the  decision of the  administrative 
authority, or the  issue of measures of a  general nature, which is a  rather specific form of 
administrative activity, notably inspired by the  German institute Allgemeineverfügung. In 
addition, the authors are also focusing on the selected areas of public administration where 
they are interested in whether and how individual rights are protected. For example, the area 
of self-government, immigration and asylum agendas, administrative penalties, or public 
services in state administration and security services.

The last part of the book is focused on the protection of individual (subjective) rights, in 
spite of the views of the authorities, Ombudsmen, administrative and constitutional judiciary, 
including the relatively provocative issues of the so-called ADR means that is also represented 
in this section.

Thus, the book goes from the general bases to individual institutes. Due to the systematic 
construction of the individual chapters it is not necessary to read the book chronologically, so 
the reader can focus only on the part that interests him/her. It is worth pointing out another 
advantage of this work, namely its practicality and connection with the reality of the  legal 
world: an appropriate combination of theory, philosophy of law, practice, the  opinion of 
experts from the  field, as well as an outline of the  issues and shortcomings brought by 
the currently established procedures. Therefore, we can look at issues from different angles 
which will give us a coherent picture of individual themes and allow readers to think and read 
their own attitude towards the subject.

The book is an interesting reflection of whether and how attention is paid in the Czech 
Republic to the protection of individual rights when the law provides a fairly wide range of 
instruments that can be used for this purpose. It focuses not only on the  description of 
the  legislation and legal status but attempts to take into account the  actual functioning 
which is supplemented in some parts with specific statistical data and their evaluation. 
The  essential contribution of this monograph lies in its practical functioning, in which it 
provides interesting and informative issues by presenting a variety of authors and opinions 
to the reader.
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